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Abstract. Consider a generic one-parameter unfolding of a homoclinic tangency of an area pre-

serving surface diffeomorphism. We show that for many parameters (residual subset in an open set
approaching the critical value) the corresponding diffeomorphism has a transitive invariant set Ω of

full Hausdorff dimension. The set Ω is a topological limit of hyperbolic sets and is accumulated by

elliptic islands.
As an application we prove that stochastic sea of the standard map has full Hausdorff dimension

for sufficiently large topologically generic parameters.
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1. Introduction and Main Results

Here we prove that stochastic sea of the Taylor-Chirikov standard map (i.e. the set of orbits with
non-zero Lyapunov exponents) has full Hausdorff dimension for large topologically generic parameters.
In order to do so we show that a perturbation of an area preserving diffeomorphism with a homoclinic
tangency has hyperbolic invariant sets of almost full Hausdorff dimension.

1.1. Standard map. The simplest and most famous symplectic system with highly non-trivial dy-
namics is the Taylor-Chirikov standard map of the two–dimensional torus T2, given by

(1) fk(x, y) = (x+ y + k sin(2πx), y + k sin(2πx)) mod Z2.

This family is related to numerous physical problems, see for example [C], [I], [SS]. For k = 0 the
map f0(x, y) = (x+y, y) is completely integrable, and leaves the circles {y = const} invariant. Due to
KAM theory, after a perturbation large part of the torus is still foliated by invariant smooth circles,
but lots of other phenomena appears: splitting of separatrices [GL], invariant Cantor sets [MMP], and
many others [BL], [L], [Go]. Computer generated pictures show that chaotic part of the phase space
(orbits with positive Lyapunov exponents) also form a subset of positive measure, but this was never
rigorously justified. Due to Pesin’s theory [P] this is equivalent to positivity of the metric entropy.

Main Question. (Sinai [Sin]) Is the metric entropy of fk positive for some values of k? for
positive measure of values of k? for all non-zero values of k?

A stronger version of this question is a famous conjecture which claims that the limit density at
infinity of the set of parameters k for which the standard map fk : T2 → T2 is ergodic (and therefore
has no elliptic islands) and non-uniformly hyperbolic with respect to Lebesgue measure is equal to
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one. At the same time, it is known that the set of parameters k with this property (if non-empty)
must be nowhere dense in a neighborhood of infinity [Du1].

In a more general way, one can ask (see [Bu], [X2]) whether an analytic symplectic map of a
connected manifold can have coexisting chaotic component of positive measure and the Kolmogorov-
Arnold-Moser (KAM) tori. There are C∞ examples with this type of mixed behavior [Bu], [Do], [Li],
[Pr], [W], but the rigorous proof of existence of mixed behavior for a real analytic map is still missing.

Our main result claims, roughly speaking, that stochastic sea of the standard map has full Hausdorff
dimension for large topologically generic parameters.

Theorem 1. There exists k0 > 0 and a residual set R ∈ [k0,+∞) such that for every k ∈ R there
exists an infinite sequence of transitive locally maximal hyperbolic sets of the map fk

Λ(0)
k ⊆ Λ(1)

k ⊆ Λ(2)
k ⊆ . . . ⊆ Λ(n)

k ⊆ . . .(2)

that has the following properties:

1. The family of sets {Λ(0)
k }k≥k0 is dynamically increasing: for small ε > 0, Λ(0)

k+ε contains the

continuation of Λ(0)
k at parameter k + ε;

2. The set Λ(0)
k is δk-dense in T2 for δk = 4

k1/3 ;

3. Hausdorff dimension dimHΛ(n)
k → 2 as n→∞;

4. Ωk = ∪n∈NΛ(n)
k is a transitive invariant set of the map fk, and dimHΩk = 2;

5. for any x ∈ Ωk, k ∈ R, and any ε > 0 Hausdorff dimension

dimHBε(x) ∩ Ωk = dimHΩk = 2,

where Bε(x) is an open ball of radius ε centered at x;

6. Each point of Ωk is an accumulation point of elliptic islands of the map fk.

The family of hyperbolic sets {Λ(0)
k } that satisfies properties 1. and 2. was constructed by Duarte

in [Du1]. He also showed that dimHΛ(0)
k → 2 as k →∞, and that for topologically generic parameters

the set Λ(0)
k is accumulated by elliptic islands.

For an open set of parameters our construction provides invariant hyperbolic sets of Hausdorff
dimension arbitrarily close to 2.

Theorem 2. There exists k0 > 0 such that for any ξ > 0 there exists an open and dense subset
U ∈ [k0,+∞) such that for every k ∈ U the map fk has an invariant locally maximal hyperbolic set
of Hausdorff dimension greater than 2− ξ which is also δk-dense in T2 for δk = 4

k1/3 .

Notice that these results give a partial explanation of the difficulties that we encounter studying
the standard family. Indeed, one of the possible approaches is to consider an invariant hyperbolic
set in the stochastic layer and to try to extend the hyperbolic behavior to a larger part of the phase
space through homoclinic bifurcations. Unavoidably Newhouse domains (see [N1], [N2], [N4], [R] for
dissipative case, and [Du2], [Du3], [Du4], [GS1] for the conservative case) associated with absence of
hyperbolicity appear after small change of the parameter. If the Hausdorff dimension of the initial
hyperbolic set is less than one, then the measure of the set of parameters that correspond to Newhouse
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domains is small and has zero density at the critical value, see [NP], [PT2]. For the case when the
Hausdorff dimension of the hyperbolic set is slightly bigger than one, similar result was recently
obtained by Palis and Yoccoz [PY], and the proof is astonishingly involved. They also conjectured
that analogous property holds for an initial hyperbolic set of any Hausdorff dimension, but the proof
would require even more technical and complicated considerations.1 Theorems 1 and 2 show that in
order to understand the properties of the stochastic sea of the standard map using this approach one
has to face these difficulties.

1.2. Hyperbolic sets of large Hausdorff dimension. Several famous long standing conjectures
(including Main Question above) discuss the measure of certain invariant sets of some dynamical sys-
tems. Any set of positive Lebesgue measure has Hausdorff dimension which is equal to the dimension
of the ambient manifold. Therefore it is reasonable to ask first whether those invariant sets indeed
have full Hausdorff dimension.

In dissipative setting Downarowicz and Newhouse [DN] proved that there is a residual subset R of
the space of Cr-diffeomorphisms of a compact two dimensional manifold M such that if f ∈ R and
f has a homoclinic tangency, then f has compact invariant topologically transitive sets of Hausdorff
dimension two. Their methods use essentially perturbative technics (see [GST]) and therefore cannot
be generalized to the finite parameter families.

In conservative setting Newhouse [N5] proved that in Diff 1(M2, Leb) there is a residual subset of
maps such that every homoclinic class2 for each of those maps has Hausdorff dimension 2. Later
Arnaud, Bonatti and Crovisier [BC], [ABC] essentially improved that result and showed that in the
space of C1 symplectic maps the residual subset consists of the transitive maps that have only one
homoclinic class (the whole manifold). Notice that due to KAM theory the low smoothness in that
work is essential.

Here we show that a generic one parameter area-preserving homoclinic bifurcation always give birth
to a compact invariant topologically transitive set of Hausdorff dimension two. This set is the closure
of the union of a countable sequence of hyperbolic sets of Hausdorff dimension arbitrary close to two.

1.2.1. The area preserving Henon family. First of all we consider area preserving Henon family (3).
For a = −1 this map has a degenerate fixed point at (x, y) = (−1, 1). We construct invariant
hyperbolic sets of large Hausdorff dimension for a slightly larger than −1 near this fixed point. Later
we use the renormalization results to reduce the case of a generic unfolding of an area preserving
surface diffeomorphism with a homoclinic tangency to this construction.

Theorem 3. Consider the family of area preserving Henon maps

Ha :
(
x
y

)
7→
(

y
−x+ a− y2

)
.(3)

1Here is a citation from Palis and Yoccoz [PY]: “Of course, we expect the same to be true for all cases 0 < dimH(Λ) <
2. For that, it seems to us that our methods need to be considerably sharpened: we have to study deeper the dynamical

recurrence of points near tangencies of higher order (cubic, quartic, ...) between stable and unstable curves. We also
hope that the ideas introduced in the present paper might be useful in broader contexts. In the horizon lies the famous
question whether for the standard family of area preserving maps one can find sets of positive Lebesgue probability in

parameter space such that the corresponding maps display non-zero Lyapunov exponents in sets of positive Lebesgue

probability in phase space.”
2See Definition 1 below.
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There is a (piecewise continuous) family of sets Λa, a ∈ [−1,−1 + ε] for some ε > 0, such that the
following properties hold.

1. The set Λa is a locally maximal hyperbolic set of the map Ha;

2. The set Λa contains a saddle fixed point of the map Ha;

3. The set Λa has an open and closed (in Λa) subset Λ̃a such that the first return map for Λ̃a is a
two-component Smale horseshoe;

4. Hausdorff dimension dimHΛ̃a → 2 as a→ −1.

Theorem 3 should be considered as an improvement of Lemma A from [Du4], where Duarte proves
that area preserving Henon maps have hyperbolic sets of large “left-right thickness” (see [Du4, Mo]
for a definition) for values of a slightly larger than −1.

The proof essentially uses the construction from [Du2], [Du3] that was used by Duarte to study
conservative Newhouse phenomena, and results regarding the splitting of separatrices for Henon family
from [G1], [G2], [G3], [GSa], [BG] (see also [Ch], where some numerical results are described).

A similar statement holds also for any generic one parameter unfolding of an extremal periodic
point (see [Du2] for a formal definition) as soon as the form of the splitting of separatrices can be
established (see [G1, GL] for the relevant results on splitting of separatrices).

1.2.2. Conservative homoclinic bifurcations and hyperbolic sets of large Hausdorff dimension. In dissi-
pative case Newhouse [N1] showed that near every surface diffeomorphism with a homoclinic tangency
there are open sets (nowadays called Newhouse domains ) of maps with persistence homoclinic tangen-
cies. Moreover, in these open sets there are residual subsets of maps with infinitely many attracting
periodic orbits. Later Robinson [R] showed that this result can be formulated in terms of generic one
parameter unfolding of a homoclinic tangency.

In area preserving case Duarte [Du2], [Du3], [Du4] showed that homoclinic tangencies also lead
to similar phenomena, the role of sinks is played by elliptic periodic points. Theorem 4 below is a
stronger version of the Duarte’s result: we can control the Hausdorff dimension of the hyperbolic sets
that appear in the construction.

In order to construct transitive invariant sets of full Hausdorff dimension we use the notion of a
homoclinic class.

Definition 1. Let P be a hyperbolic saddle of a diffeomorphism f . A homoclinic class H(P, f) is a
closure of the union of all the transversal homoclinic points of P .

It is known that H(P, f) is a transitive invariant set of f , see [N3]. Moreover, consider all basic sets
(locally maximal transitive hyperbolic sets) that contain the saddle P . A homoclinic class H(P, f) is
a smallest closed invariant set that contains all of them.
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Theorem 4. Let f0 ∈ Diff∞(M2,Leb)3 have an orbit O of quadratic homoclinic tangencies associated
to some hyperbolic fixed point P0, and {fµ} be a generic unfolding of f0 in Diff∞(M2,Leb). Then for
any δ > 0 there is an open set U ⊆ R1, 0 ∈ U , such that the following holds:

(1) for every µ ∈ U the map fµ has a basic set ∆µ that contains the unique fixed point Pµ near P0,
exhibits persistent homoclinic tangencies, and Hausdorff dimension

dimH∆µ > 2− δ;

(2) there is a dense subset D ⊆ U such that for every µ ∈ D the map fµ has a homoclinic tangency
of the fixed point Pµ;

(3) there is a residual subset R ⊆ U such that for every µ ∈ R

(3.1) the homoclinic class H(Pµ, fµ) is accumulated by fµ’s generic elliptic points,

(3.2) the homoclinic class H(Pµ, fµ) contains hyperbolic sets of Hausdorff dimension arbitrary
close to 2; in particular, dimHH(Pµ, fµ) = 2,

(3.3) dimH{x ∈ H(Pµ, fµ) |Pµ ∈ ω(x) ∩ α(x)} = 2.

As usual, when we have a property that holds for a topologically generic parameter values, it is
interesting to find out whether it holds for almost every parameter value, or with positive probability
(i.e. for a positive measure set of parameters). For dissipative Newhouse phenomena see [TY], [GK2],
[GHK] for some results in this direction. In the context of Theorem 4 this leads to the following
questions.

Problem 1. Under conditions of Theorem 4, what is the measure of the parameters µ such that
dimHH(Pµ, fµ) = 2? Such that dimHH(Pµ, fµ) > 2− ε?

Also, for some applications (see [GK1]) it would be useful to improve the item (3.3) of Theorem 4.

Problem 2. Under conditions of Theorem 4, prove that for every µ ∈ R the set of points with
dense orbits in the homoclinic class H(Pµ, fµ) has full Hausdorff dimension.

Initially our interest in the conservative Newhouse phenomena was motivated by the fact that it
appears in the three body problem. Namely, let us try to understand the structure of the set of
oscillatory motions (a planet approaches infinity always returning to a bounded domain) in a Sitnikov
problem [A, Si]. It is a special case of the restricted three body problem where the two primaries with
equal masses are moving in an elliptic orbits of the two body problem, and the infinitesimal mass is
moving on the straight line orthogonal to the plane of motion of the primaries which passes through
the center of mass. The eccentricity of the orbits of primaries is a parameter. After some change of
coordinates (McGehee transformation [McG]) the infinity can be considered as a degenerate saddle
with smooth invariant manifolds that correspond to parabolic motions (the orbit tends to infinity
with zero limit velocity). Stable and unstable manifolds coincide in the case of circular (parameter
is equal to zero) Sitnikov problem. It is known that for non-zero eccentricity invariant manifolds
have a point of transverse intersection [GP], [DH], [Mos]. This leads to the existence of homoclinic
tangencies and appearance of all phenomena that can be encountered in the conservative homoclinic

3We assume C∞-smoothness of diffeomorphisms here just for simplicity. For the renormalization procedures and

arguments used in the current proof it is enough to assume only C6-smoothness (which is probably not optimal either),
compare with [Du4]. Since all the cases where we intend to apply this result (standard map, three body problems) are

analytic, we are making no attempt to optimize the required class of smoothness.
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bifurcations. Similar statement holds for the planar circular restricted three body problem. The
existence of transversal homoclinic points in the latter case was established in [LS], [X1]. The farther
development of this approach is a subject of our current joint project with V.Kaloshin, see [GK1] for
some preliminary results.

The structure of the paper is the following. In Section 2 we remind the definitions of lateral (left-
and right-) thickness of a Cantor set and show how Hausdorff dimension of a dynamically defined
Cantor set can be estimated via its lateral thicknesses. In Section 3 Duarte’s Distortion Theorem that
allows to estimate thickness of a non-linear horseshoe is improved to cover a larger class of horseshoes.
In Section 4 we discuss the results by Gelfreich and Sauzin [GSa] on splitting of separatrices in the
area preserving Henon family, and then in Section 5 we apply those results together with results of
Sections 2 and 3 to show how a horseshoe of large Hausdorff dimension appears (i.e. prove Theorem
3). In Section 6 we consider conservative homoclinic bifurcations and construct hyperbolic sets of
large Hausdorff dimension (and prove Theorem 4), and, finally, in Section 7 we use this result to
show that stochastic layer of the standard map has full Hausdorff dimension for many values of the
parameter (i.e. prove Theorems 1 and 2).

Acknowledgments. I would like to thank V. Kaloshin for numerous insights, advices, and support, and
to emphasize that originally this paper was motivated by our joint project on Hausdorff dimension
of oscillatory motions in three body problems. Also I thank V. Gelfreich for the patience that he
exercised answering my questions regarding his results on splitting of separatrices, and P. Duarte,
T. Fisher, S. Newhouse, D. Saari, and D. Turaev for useful discussions.

2. Left-right thickness and Hausdorff dimension of Cantor sets

It is known that a Cantor set of large thickness must have large Hausdorff dimension [PT1]. In
our construction we will encounter a Cantor set of small thickness. Nevertheless, we are still able to
estimate Hausdorff dimension of the constructed Cantor sets. Namely, following the ideas by Moreira
[Mo] and Duarte [Du3], we use lateral (left- and right-) thickness of a Cantor set, and we will see that
the Cantor sets in our construction have one of the lateral thicknesses large and another one small
(but controlled). In this section we show how to estimate Hausdorff dimension of a Cantor set in this
case.

2.1. Dynamically defined Cantor sets. Here we reproduce the definition of the left and right
thickness from [Du3] and [Mo]. We will use these one-sided thicknesses instead of the standard
definition of thickness. See [PT1] for the usual definition of the thickness of a Cantor set.

Name dynamically defined Cantor set any pair (K,ψ) such that K ⊆ R is a Cantor set and
ψ : K → K is a locally Lipschitz expanding map, topologically conjugated to some subshift of a finite
type of a Bernoulli shift σ : {0, 1, . . . , p}N → {0, 1, . . . , p}N. For the sake of simplicity, and because
this is enough for our purpose, we will restrict ourselves to the case where ψ is conjugated to the full
Bernoulli shift σ : {0, 1}N → {0, 1}N. Also we will assume that a Markov partition P = {K0,K1} of
(K,ψ) is given. In our case this means that the following properties are satisfied:

(1) P is a partition of K into disjoint union of two Cantor subsets, K = K0 ∪K1, K0 ∩K1 = ∅;

(2) the restriction of ψ to each Ki, ψ|Ki : Ki → K, is a strictly monotonous Lipschitz expanding
homeomorphism.
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U U ′

LU ′ RU ′

LU RU

Figure 1. On definition of thickness

For a general definition of Markov partition see [Mo], [PT1].

Given a symbolic sequence (a0, . . . , an−1) ∈ {0, 1}n, denote

K(a0, . . . , an−1) = ∩n−1
i=0 ψ

−i(Kai),

then the map ψn : K(a0, . . . , an−1)→ K is a Lipschitz expanding homeomorphism.

A bounded component of the complement R\K is called a gap of K. For a dynamically defined
Cantor set (K,ψ) the gaps are ordered in the following way. Denote by Â the convex hall of a subset
A ⊆ R. Then the interval K̂\(K̂0 ∪ K̂1) is called a gap of order zero. A connected component of

K̂\ ∪(a0,...,an−1)∈{0,1}n ̂K(a0, . . . , an−1)

that is not a gap of order less than or equal to n− 1 is called a gap of order n. It is straightforward
to check that every gap of K is a gap of some finite order, and also that, given a gap U = (x, y) of
order n, for every 0 ≤ k ≤ n the open interval bounded by ψk(x) and ψk(y) is a gap of order n− k.

Definition 2. Given a gap U of K with order n, we denote by LU , respectively RU , the unique
interval of the form ̂K(a0, . . . , an−1), with (a0, . . . , an−1) ∈ {0, 1}n, that is left, respectively right,
adjacent to U . The greatest lower bounds

τL(K) = inf
{ |LU |
|U | : U is a gap of K

}

τR(K) = inf
{ |RU |
|U | : U is a gap of K

}

are respectively called the left and right thickness of K. Similarly, the ratios

τL(P) =
|LU0 |
|U0|

and τR(P) =
|RU0 |
|U0|

,

where U0 is the unique gap of order zero, are called the left and the right thickness of the Markov
partition P.

Initially left- and right- thickness were introduced by Moreira4 who proved the following general-
ization of the Newhouse’s Gap Lemma [N1].

4Original Moreira’s definition is formally different, and can be used for any Cantor set, not necessarily for dynamically
defined. We use the modification suggested by Duarte in [Du3]. Lemma 1 holds in either case, and Duarte’s definition

is more convenient for dynamically defined Cantor sets.
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Lemma 1. (Left-right gap lemma, see [Mo]) Let (Ks, ψs), (Ku, ψu) be dynamically defined Cantor
sets such that the intervals supporting Ks and Ku do intersect, Ks (resp. Ku) is not contained
inside a gap of Ku (resp. Ks). If τL(Ks)τR(Ku) > 1 and τR(Ks)τL(Ku) > 1, then both Cantor sets
intersect, Ks ∩Ku 6= ∅.

2.2. Large thickness implies large Hausdorff dimension. Let us recall the definition of the
Hausdorff dimension. Let K ⊂ R be a Cantor set and U = {Ui}i∈I a finite covering of K by open
intervals in R. We define the diameter diam(U) of U as the maximum of |Ui|, i ∈ I, where |Ui| denotes
the length of Ui. Define Hα(U) =

∑
i∈I |Ui|α. Then the Hausdorff α-measure of K is

mα(K) = lim
ε→0

(
inf

U covers K, diam(U)<ε
Hα(U)

)
.

It is not hard to see that there is a unique number, the Hausdorff dimension of K, denoted by
dimH(K), such that for α < dimH(K), mα(K) =∞ and for α > dimH(K), mα(K) = 0.

Proposition 2. Consider a Cantor set K, denote τL = τL(K) and τR = τR(K), and let d be the
solution of the equation

τdL + τdR = (1 + τL + τR)d.(4)

Then dimH(K) ≥ d.

Remark 1. One can consider Proposition 2 as a generalization of the Proposition 5 from Chapter
4.2 in [PT1], where the relation between the usual thickness and the Hausdorff dimension of a Cantor
set was established. Indeed, if τL = τR = τ then Proposition 2 implies that dimH(K) ≥ log 2

log(2+ 1
τ ) ,

which is exactly the statement from [PT1].

Proof of the Proposition 2. We will need the following elementary Lemma.

Lemma 3. If d ∈ (0, 1) is a solution of the equation (4) then

min
{
xd + yd | x ≥ 0, y ≥ 0, x+ y ≤ 1, x ≥ τL(1− x− y), y ≥ τR(1− x− y)

}
= 1.

Proof of Lemma 3. The function f(x, y) = xd+yd is concave, and takes value 1 at points (0, 1), (1, 0),
and

(
τL

1+τL+τR
, τR

1+τL+τR

)
. Therefore its minimum in the triangle with vertices at these points is equal

to 1. �

We show that Hd(U) ≥ (diam K)d for every finite open covering U of K, which clearly implies the
proposition. We can assume that U is a covering with disjoint intervals. This is no restriction because
whenever two elements of U have nonempty intersection we can replace them by their union, getting
in this way a new covering V such that Hd(V) ≤ Hd(U). Note that, since U is an open covering of K,
it covers all but finite number of gaps of K. Let U , a gap of K, have minimal order among the gaps
of K which are not covered by U . Let CL and CR be that bridges of K at the boundary points of U .

By construction there are AL, AR ∈ U such that CL ⊂ AL and CR ⊂ AR. Take the convex hall A
of AL ∪AR. Then

|AL| ≥ |CL| ≥ τL · |U | ≥ τL(|A| − |AL| − |AR|)
and

|AR| ≥ |CR| ≥ τR · |U | ≥ τR(|A| − |AL| − |AR|).
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Or, equivalently,
|AL|
|A| ≥ τL

(
1− |A

L|
|A| −

|AR|
|A|

)

and
|AR|
|A| ≥ τR

(
1− |A

L|
|A| −

|AR|
|A|

)
.

Lemma 3 now implies that ( |AL|
|A|

)d
+
( |AR|
|A|

)d
≥ 1,

and |AL|d + |AR|d ≥ |A|d. This means that the covering U 1 of K obtained by replacing AL and AR

by A in U is such that Hd(U 1) ≤ Hd(U). Repeating the argument we eventually construct U k, a
covering of the convex hall of K with Hd(U k) ≤ Hd(U). Since we must have Hd(U k) ≥ (diam K)d,
this finishes the proof. �

Proposition 2 can be used to find an explicit estimate of the Hausdorff dimension via one-sided
thicknesses. In particular, when one of the one-sided thicknesses is very large and another one is
small, the following Proposition gives an estimate that is good enough for our purposes.

Proposition 4. Denote by τL and τR the left and right thicknesses of the Cantor set K ⊂ R. Then

dimHK > max




log
(

1 + τR
1+τL

)

log
(

1 + 1+τR
τL

) ,
log
(

1 + τL
1+τR

)

log
(

1 + 1+τL
τR

)


 .

Proof of Proposition 4. We will use the following Lemma.

Lemma 5. Assume that for some x, y > 0, x+ y < 1, and some d1, d2 ∈ (0, 1) the following relations
hold:

y = (1− x)
1
d1 , xd2 + yd2 = 1.

Then d2 > d1.

Proof of Lemma 5. Indeed, (1 − x)
1
d1 = y = (1 − xd2)

1
d2 < (1 − x)

1
d2 , so due to our choice of x we

have d2 > d1. �

Let us apply Lemma 5 to x = τL
1+τL+τR

and y = τR
1+τL+τR

. If y = (1− x)
1
d1 , xd2 + yd2 = 1 for some

d1, d2 ∈ (0, 1) then by Proposition 2 we have

dimHK ≥ d2 > d1 =
log(1− x)

log y
=

log
(

1− τL
1+τL+τR

)

log
(

τR
1+τL+τR

) =
log
(

1 + τL
1+τR

)

log
(

1 + 1+τL
τR

) .

In a similar way one can show that dimHK >
log
(

1+
τR

1+τL

)

log
(

1+
1+τR
τL

) . �

Remark 2. Assume that τR ∼ 1
λ−1 , τL ∼ (λ− 1)ν . Then

lim
λ→1+0

log
(

1 + τR
1+τL

)

log
(

1 + 1+τR
τL

) = lim
λ→1+0

log
(

1 +
1

λ−1
1+(λ−1)ν

)

log
(

1 +
1+ 1

λ−1
(λ−1)ν

) =
1

1 + ν
.
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P0 P0

P1 P1

S0 S1

f(S0)

f(S1)

f

Iu∗

Is∗

Figure 2. A nonlinear horseshoe f ∈ F

So if ν is small enough and λ is close to one, then dimHK is close to 1.

3. Nonlinear horseshoes and distortion estimates

Here we describe the way to estimate lateral thicknesses of a non-linear horseshoe. We follow the
approach from [Du3], but with some modifications; since our goal is to construct horseshoes with
large (close to 2) Hausdorff dimension, we have to deal with a larger class of horseshoes than the one
considered in [Du3].

3.1. Non-linear horseshoes and their Markov partitions.

Definition 3. Define F to be the set of all maps f : S0 ∪ S1 → R2 such that:

(1) S0, S1 ⊂ R2 are compact sets, diffeomorphic to rectangles, with non-empty interior;

(2) f is a map of class C2, in a neighborhood of S0∪S1, mapping this compact set diffeomorphically
onto its image f(S0) ∪ f(S1);

(3) the maximal invariant set Λ(f) = ∩n∈Zf
−n(S0 ∪S1) is a hyperbolic basic set conjugated to the

topological Bernoulli shift σ : {0, 1}Z → {0, 1}Z;

(4) P = {S0,S1} is a Markov partition for f : Λ(f)→ Λ(f), in particular, f has two fixed points,
P0 ∈ S0 and P1 ∈ S1, whose stable and unstable manifolds contain the boundaries of S0 and S1;

(5) both fixed points P0 and P1 have positive eigenvalues.

The action of f and f−1 respectively on the stable, and unstable, foliation of Λ,

Fs = {connected comp. of W s(Λ) ∩ (S0 ∪ S1)},
Fu = {connected comp. of Wu(Λ) ∩ (f(S0) ∪ f(S1))},

can be described in the following way. Define

Is∗ = W s
loc(P0) ∩ S0 and Iu∗ = Wu

loc(P0) ∩ f(S0).

Is∗ and Iu∗ are stable and unstable leaves of Λ respectively transversal to the foliation Fu and Fs.
Then the Cantor sets

Ks = Λ ∩ Iu∗ and Ku = Λ ∩ Is∗ ,
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can be identified with the set of stable leaves of Fs, respectively unstable leaves of Fu. Define the
projections πs : Λ → Ks and πu : Λ → Ku in the obvious way: πs(P ) is the unique point in
W s
loc(P )∩ Iu∗ , and similarly πu(P ) is the unique point in Wu

loc(P )∩ Is∗ . The maps ψs : Ks → Ks and
ψu : Ku → Ku,

ψs = πs ◦ f and ψu = πu ◦ f−1,

describe the action of f , respectively f−1, on stable, respectively unstable leaves of Λ. The pairs
(Ks, ψs) and (Ku, ψu) are dynamically defined Cantor sets, topologically conjugated to the Bernoulli
shift σ : {0, 1}N → {0, 1}N, with Markov partitions Pu = {Iu∗ ∩S0, I

u
∗ ∩S1} and Ps = {Is∗ ∩f(S0), Is∗ ∩

f(S1)}.

3.2. Distortion of a dynamically defined Cantor set.

Definition 4. Given a Lipschitz expanding map g : J → R, defined on some subset J ⊂ R, we define
distortion of g on J in the following way:

Dist(g, J) = sup
x,y,z∈J

log
{ |g(y)− g(x)|
|g(z)− g(x)|

|z − x|
|y − x|

}
∈ [0,+∞],

where the sup is taken over all x, y, z ∈ J such that z 6= x and y 6= x; due to injectivity of g this
implies that g(z) 6= g(x) and g(y) 6= g(x).

Reversing the roles of y and z we see that the distortion is always greater than or equal to log 1 = 0.
If Dist(g, J) = c, then for all x, y, z ∈ J with z 6= x and y 6= x we have

e−c
|y − x|
|z − x| ≤

|g(y)− g(x)|
|g(z)− g(x)| ≤ e

c |y − x|
|z − x| .

Definition 5. The distortion of a dynamically defined Cantor set (K,ψ) is defined as

Distψ(K) = sup Dist(ψn,K(a0, . . . , an−1))

taken over all sequences (a0, . . . , an−1) ∈ {0, 1}n.

Lemma 6 (see [PT1], [Du3]). Let (K,ψ) be a dynamically defined Cantor set with a Markov partition
P and distortion Distψ(K) = c. Then

e−cτL(P) ≤ τL(K) ≤ ecτL(P), e−cτR(P) ≤ τR(K) ≤ ecτR(P).

3.3. Duarte’s Distortion Theorem. For C∗ = 2 the following Definition coincides with Definition
4 from [Du3].

Definition 6. Given positive constants C∗ along with small ε and γ, define F(C∗, ε, γ) to be the class
of all maps f : S0 ∪ S1 → R2, f ∈ F , such that:

(1) diam (S0 ∪ S1) ≤ 1,diam (f(S0) ∪ f(S1)) ≤ 1;

(2) the derivative of f , Df(x,y) =
(
a b
c d

)
, where a, b, c and d are C1-functions, satisfies all over

S0 ∪ S1

(a) det Df = ad− bc = 1,

(b) |d| < 1 < |a| ≤ C∗/ε,

(c) |b|, |c| ≤ ε(|a| − 1);
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(3) the C1-functions on f(S0) ∪ f(S1), ã = a ◦ f−1, b̃ = b ◦ f−1, c̃ = c ◦ f−1 and d̃ = d ◦ f−1, i.e.

Df−1
(x,y) =

(
d̃ −b̃
−c̃ ã

)
, satisfy

(a)
∣∣∣ ∂b̃∂x
∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣∂d̃∂y
∣∣∣ ,
∣∣∣ ∂b̃∂y
∣∣∣ ,
∣∣ ∂c̃
∂x

∣∣ ,
∣∣ ∂ã
∂x

∣∣ =
∣∣∣ ∂c̃∂y
∣∣∣ ≤ γ(|ã| − 1),

(b)
∣∣∣∂a∂y
∣∣∣ =

∣∣ ∂b
∂x

∣∣ ,
∣∣∣ ∂b∂y
∣∣∣ ,
∣∣ ∂c
∂x

∣∣ ,
∣∣∣ ∂c∂y
∣∣∣ =

∣∣ ∂d
∂x

∣∣ ≤ γ(|a| − 1),

(c)
∣∣∣∂ã∂y
∣∣∣ ,
∣∣∣ ∂d̃∂x
∣∣∣ ≤ γ|ã|(|ã| − 1),

(d)
∣∣ ∂a
∂x

∣∣ ,
∣∣∣∂d∂y
∣∣∣ ≤ γ|a|(|a| − 1);

(4) the variation of log |a(x, y)| in each rectangle Si is less or equal to γ(1 − α−1
i ), where αi =

max(x,y)∈Si |a(x, y)|;

(5) finally, the gap sizes satisfy:

dist (S0 ∪ S1) ≥ ε

γ
and dist (f(S0), f(S1)) ≥ ε

γ
.

The nice feature of the maps from F(C∗, ε, γ) is that the stable and unstable foliations have small
uniformly bounded distortion, as the following theorem shows.

Theorem 5. For a given C∗ > 0 and all small enough ε > 0 and γ > 0, given f ∈ F(C∗, ε, γ), the
basic set Λ(f) gives dynamically defined Cantor sets (Ku, ψu) and (Ks, ψs) with distortion, bounded
by D(C∗, ε, γ) = 4(C∗ + 3)γ + 2ε. In particular,

e−D(C∗,ε,γ)τL(Ps) ≤ τL(Ks(f)) ≤ eD(C∗,ε,γ)τL(Ps),

e−D(C∗,ε,γ)τR(Ps) ≤ τR(Ks(f)) ≤ eD(C∗,ε,γ)τR(Ps),

e−D(C∗,ε,γ)τL(Pu) ≤ τL(Ku(f)) ≤ eD(C∗,ε,γ)τL(Pu),

e−D(C∗,ε,γ)τR(Pu) ≤ τR(Ku(f)) ≤ eD(C∗,ε,γ)τR(Pu).

Remark 3. Again, for C∗ = 2 this Theorem coincides with Theorem 2 in [Du3]. Notice that condi-
tions (2b) and (2c) of definition 6 imply that |b|, |c| ≤ C∗, and for C∗ = 2 this gives an unreasonable
restriction on the class of maps that could be considered. We will need to apply Theorem 5 for a map
which belongs to the class F(C∗, ε, γ) with larger value of C∗, see Proposition 20.

Proof of Theorem 5. The straightforward repetition of the proof of Theorem 2 in [Du3] with the
necessary adjustments needed to take the constant C∗ into account proves Theorem 5. The only
place in the proof of Theorem 2 from [Du3] where the condition |a| ≤ 2

ε is used is the inequality (3)
from Lemma 4.2. If we use the inequality |a| ≤ C∗

ε instead, 6γ should be replaced by 3
2 (C∗+ 2) there.

Due to this change, in Lemma 4.1 from [Du3] one should take 2(C∗ + 2)γ instead of 8γ as an upper
bound of Lipschitz seminorm Lip(σs) and Lip(σu) of functions σs and σu that describe stable and
unstable foliations. This leads to similar changes in the statement of Lemma 4.4 from [Du3] and in
the estimate of the distortion. Finally we use Lemma 6 to finish the proof of Theorem 5. �
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4. Birkhoff and Gelfreich normal forms

In this section we collect some known results on quadratic families, Birkhoff normal form, and
splitting of separatrices, in many cases reformulating them to adapt to our setting, so preparing to
use them later in Section 5.

4.1. Uniqueness of the area preserving quadratic family. The non-trivial quadratic diffeomor-
phism of the plane which preserve area and orientation with a fixed point can be put after a linear
change of coordinates into the Henon family (3), see [H]. In particular, we can consider the family

Fε : (x, y) 7→ (x+ y − x2 + ε, y − x2 + ε)(5)

instead of (3). In this form it is a partial case of a so called generalized standard family, and it was
considered in [G1].

Another form of the quadratic area preserving family5, namely

F̃ε : (x, y) 7→ (x+ ε(y + ε(x− x2)), y + ε(x− x2)),(6)

was used in [GSa].

4.2. Rescaling and the family of maps close to identity. Let us start with the family Fε (5).
Consider the following family of the affine coordinate changes:

Υδ

(
u
v

)
= −

(
δ2

0

)
+
(
δ2 0
0 δ3

)(
u
v

)
,

where δ = ε
1
4 . Then

Υ−1
δ ◦ Fδ4 ◦Υδ

(
u
v

)
=
(

u+ δv
v + δ(2u− u2)

)
+ δ2

(
2u− u2

0

)
.

Now we have a family of area preserving maps close to identity. For each of these maps the origin is
a saddle with eigenvalues

λ1 = 1 + δ2 +
√
δ4 + 2δ2 = 1 +

√
2δ +O(δ2) > 1,

λ2 = λ−1
1 = 1 + δ2 −

√
δ4 + 2δ2 = 1−

√
2δ +O(δ2) < 1.

Set h = log λ1. By definition h =
√

2δ + O(δ2), and δ can be given by implicit function of h. Define
the following (rescaled and reparametrized) family

Fh : (u, v) 7→ (u, v) + δ(v, 2u− u2) + δ2(2u− u2, 0), δ = δ(h).(7)

5See Section 4 in [Du4] for an explicit change of coordinates sending the family F̃ε to the Henon family (3). Notice
also that in Subsection 4.2 the family (5) is send to the family (7) by an affine change of coordinates, and the change

of coordinates (u, v) 7→ (2x, 2
√

2y) together with reparametrization ε =
√

2δ conjugates the family (7) with the family

(6).
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4.3. Birkhoff normal form. A real analytic area preserving diffeomorphism of a two dimensional
domain in a neighborhood of a saddle with eigenvalues (λ, λ−1) by an analytic change of coordinate
can be reduced to the Birkhoff normal form ([S], see also [SM]):

N(x, y) = (∆(xy)x,∆−1(xy)y),(8)

where ∆(xy) = λ+ a1xy + a2(xy)2 + . . . is analytic.

We need a generalization of this Birkhoff normal form for one-parameter families. In the following
statement we combine the results of Proposition 3.1 from [FS1] and of Proposition 4 from [Du4].

Theorem 6. There exists a neighborhood U of the origin such that for all h ∈ (0, h0) there exists a
coordinate change Ch : U → Û with the following properties:

1. If Nh = ChFhC
−1
h then Nh(u, v) = (∆h(uv)u,∆−1

h (uv)v), where ∆h(uv) = λ(h) + a1(h)uv +
a2(h)(uv)2 + . . . is analytic.

2. C3-norms of the coordinate changes Ch are uniformly bounded with respect to the parameter h.

3. ∆h(s) ≥ 1 is a smooth function of s and h.

Remark 4. The second property is not formulated explicitly in [FS1] or in [Du4] but it immediately
follows from Cauchy estimates. Indeed, it follows from the proof there that the map Ch is analytic
and radius of convergence of the corresponding series is uniformly bounded from below.

Also we will need the following property of the parametric Birkhoff normal form for the family Fh.

Lemma 7. For some constant C > 0 and small enough h0 > 0 and s0 > 0 the following holds. For
all h ∈ [0, h0) and s ∈ [0, s0)

1. log ∆h(s) ≥ C−1h,

2. |∆′h(s)| ≤ Ch,

3. |∆′′h(s)| ≤ Ch.
Remark 5. This Lemma is similar to Lemma 6.3 from [Du3], but in our case we have one, not two
parameter family, and therefore those two statements are essentially different.

Proof of Lemma 7. Consider g(s, h) = log ∆h(s). We have g(s, 0) = 0, g(0, h) = h, and g is a smooth
function of (s, h). This implies that for small enough s0 > 0, h0 > 0 and large C > 0 we have
g(s, h) ≥ C−1h for all s ∈ [0, s0] and h ∈ [0, h0].

From the explicit form of the family Fh (7) we see that Fh → Id as h → 0 in Cr-norm for every
r ∈ N. Since C3-norms of Ch and C−1

h are uniformly bounded, this implies that Nh → Id in C2-norm
as h→ 0. In particular,

DNh(x, y) =

(
∆h(xy) + ∆′h(xy)xy x2∆′h(xy)

−∆′h(xy)y2

∆2
h(xy)

∆−1
h (xy)− ∆′h(xy)xy

∆2(xy)

)
→
(

1 0
0 1

)

as h→ 0 uniformly in (x, y) ∈ U . This implies that ∆′h(s)→ 0 as h→ 0 uniformly in s ∈ [s1, s0] for
every s1 ∈ (0, s0). Also ∆0(s) = 1 for every h ∈ [0, h0), so ∆′0(s) = 0. Since ∆′h(s) is a continuous
function, this implies that ∆′h(s) → 0 as h → 0 uniformly in s ∈ [0, s0]. Since ∆′h(s) is a smooth
function of (s, h), this implies that |∆′h(s)| ≤ Ch if C > 0 is large enough. Similarly one can show
that |∆′′h(s)| ≤ Ch. �
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Ch Ψh

Πr0,E0

Û U

V

P s

Pu

O

Figure 3. Birkhoff and Gelfreich normal forms for Fh

4.4. Gelfreich normal form and splitting of separatrices. The family Fh is closely related to
the conservative vector field

{
ẋ = y,
ẏ = 2x− x2.

(9)

Namely, due to Theorems A and A′ from [FS2] (see also Proposition 5.1 from [FS1]) the separatrix
phase curve of the vector field (9) (let us denote it by σ) gives a good approximation of some finite
pieces of W s

Fh
(0, 0) and Wu

Fh
(0, 0). Denote by σ̃ a segment of separatrix σ that contains some points

Pu ∈ Wu
loc(0, 0) ∩ U and P s ∈ W s

loc(0, 0) ∩ U and by V a neighborhood of σ̃. Denote by W̃ s
h(0, 0)

the finite piece of W s
Fh

(0, 0) between the points where W s
Fh

(0, 0) leaves U for the first time and the
first point where W s

Fh
(0, 0) returns to U again. Define W̃u

h (0, 0) in a similar way. Then W̃ s
h(0, 0) and

W̃u
h (0, 0) are always (for all h ∈ (0, h0)) in V .

The restriction of the map Fh on the local separatrix Wu
loc(0, 0) is conjugated with a multiplication

ξ 7→ λξ, ξ ∈ (R, 0). Let us call a parameter t on Wu
Fh

(0, 0) standard if it is obtained by a substitution
of et instead of ξ into the conjugating function. Such a parametrization is defined up to a substitution
t 7→ t+ const.

Denote Πr0,E0 = {(t, E) ∈ R2 | | t| < r0, |E| < E0}.

In the following Theorem we summarize the results from [G1, G2, G3, GSa, BG].

Theorem 7. There are neighborhood V of the segment of σ between points Pu and P s and constants
r0 and E0 such that for some h0 > 0 and all h ∈ (0, h0) there exists a map Ψh : Πr0,E0 → R2 with the
following properties:

1. Ψh(Πr0,E0) ⊃ V ;

2. Ψh is real analytic;

3. Ψh is area preserving;

4. Ψh conjugates the map Fh with the shift Hh : (t, E) 7→ (t+ h,E);

5. C3-norms of Ψh and Ψ−1
h are uniformly bounded with respect to h ∈ (0, h0).

6. Ψ−1
h (W̃u

h ) = {E = 0}, and t gives a standard parametrization of the unstable manifold;
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7. Stable manifold Ψ−1
h (W̃ s

h) can be represented as a graph of a real-analytic h-periodic function
Θ(t) such that

Θ(t) = 8
√

2|Θ1|h−6e−2π2/h sin
2πt
h

+O(h−5e−2π2/h);(10)

Θ̇(t) = 16
√

2π|Θ1|h−7e−2π2/h cos
2πt
h

+O(h−6e−2π2/h);(11)

Θ̈(t) = −32
√

2π2|Θ1|h−8e−2π2/h sin
2πt
h

+O(h−7e−2π2/h);(12)

8. |Θ1| 6= 0.

In [G3] existence of the normal form Ψh that satisfies properties 1.-6. was shown. In [G1, G2] the
splitting of separatrices (the form of the function Θ(t)) was studied for the initial family Fε (5). The
fact that |Θ1| 6= 0 was proved in [GSa]. In the recent paper [BG] the whole asymptotic series for Θ(t)
is presented (in fact, for a much wider class of families that includes area preserving Henon family),
but here we stated only the partial case of that result which we will need in Section 5.

Remark 6. To simplify the notation define the function

µ(h) = 16
√

2π|Θ1|h−7 exp (−2π2/h).(13)

Notice that the angle between W̃u
h and W̃ s

h at the homoclinic point in the normalized coordinates is
equal to µ(h)(1 +O(h)). The function Θ(t) can now be represented in the following way:

Θ(t) =
1

2π
hµ(h) sin

2πt
h

+O(h2µ(h)), Θ̇(t) = µ(h) cos
2πt
h

+O(hµ(h)),

Θ̈(t) = −2πh−1µ(h) sin
2πt
h

+O(µ(h)).

5. Construction of a thick horseshoe for area preserving Henon family

Here we prove Theorem 3. In order to do so we construct the horseshoe for the first return map
in a neighborhood of a saddle, verify the conditions of the Duarte’s Distortion Theorem from Section
3, and obtain estimates on one-sided thicknesses of the constructed horseshoe. Relations between
one-sided thicknesses and Hausdorff dimension obtained in Section 2 will imply the required result.

5.1. Construction of the domain for the first return map. Let quh be the closest to Pu ∈ σ
point of intersection of W̃u

h and W̃ s
h . Consider a finite sequence of images of quh under the map Fh that

belong to the neighborhood V , {quh ,F(quh),F2(quh), . . .}. Let qsh be the point of this sequence closest
to the point P s ∈ σ. Define k(h) ∈ N by F

k(h)
h (quh) = qsh. Take the vector v = (1, 0) ∈ TCh(quh)Û and

consider the vector w = (w1, w2) = D(Ch ◦ Ψh ◦ Hk(h) ◦ Ψ−1
h ◦ C−1

h )v ∈ TCh(qsh)Û . Without loss of
generality we can assume that w1 > 0 (otherwise just take a homoclinic point between quh and F(quh)
instead of quh). Scaling, if necessary, we can assume that in the Birkhoff normalizing coordinates we
have Ch(quh) = (1, 0), Ch(qsh) = (0, 1).

Fix small ν > 0. Recall that λ = ∆h(0) = eh. Set

n =
[
− log(µ(h)h1+ν)

2h

]
.(14)

Due to this choice λ−2n ≈ µ(h)h1+ν . More precisely, λ−2n ∈ [µ(h)h1+ν , λ2µ(h)h1+ν).
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Ch ◦ Ψh

Πr0,E0

O l

l

1

1τ+
(0,1)

τ−(0,1)

Rs

τ−(1,0) τ
+
(1,0)

Ru

Ψ−1
h ◦ C−1

h (Ru)

R∗

Ψ−1
h ◦ C−1

h (Rs)

ρ

OO
λ

1
10

λ
1
10

S̃0
S̃1

S0 S1

l

l

S

Û

Figure 4. Construction of the horseshoe.

Remark 7. Notice that this choice of n for ν = 1
2 is analogous to the formula (7) in [Du3].

Define the following lines:

τ+
(1,0) = {x = λ

1
10 }, τ−(1,0) = {x = λ−

1
10 },

τ+
(0,1) = {y = λ

1
10 }, τ−(0,1) = {y = λ−

1
10 }.

Denote by S the square formed by coordinate axes, Nn
h (τ+

(0,1)), and N−nh (τ+
(1,0)). The bottom and left

edges of S have the size

l = λ−n+ 1
10 .(15)

Notice that since DNh is close to the linear map
(
λ 0
0 λ−1

)
, the curve Nn

h (τ+
(0,1)) (resp., N−nh (τ+

(1,0)))

is C1-close to a horizontal (resp., vertical) line. Denote by Ru and Rs the rectangles formed by x-axis,
τ+
(1,0), τ

−
(1,0) and N2n

h (τ+
(0,1)), and by y-axis, τ+

(0,1), τ
−
(0,1) and N−2n

h (τ+
(1,0)), respectively. Notice that

Ru = Nn
h (S) ∩ {x ≥ λ− 1

10 } and Rs = N−nh (S) ∩ {y ≥ λ− 1
10 }.
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Denote by R∗ the intersection (see Fig. 4):

R∗ = Hk(h) ◦Ψ−1
h ◦ C−1

h (Ru) ∩Ψ−1
h ◦ C−1

h (Rs).

Now consider the rectangles

S0 = S ∩N−1
h (S) and S1 = N−nh ◦ Ch ◦Ψh ◦H−k(h)(R∗)(16)

and define the first return map

T (x, y) =
{
Nh(x, y), if (x, y) ∈ S0;
Nn
h ◦ Ch ◦Ψh ◦Hk(h) ◦Ψ−1

h ◦ C−1
h ◦Nn

h (x, y), if (x, y) ∈ S1.

5.2. Renormalization. We are going to prove that the map T has a hyperbolic invariant set in S and
to estimate its Hausdorff dimension with respect to the parameter h. It is convenient to renormalize
the map T . Namely, using the approach from [Du3], set

ρ : S → [0, 2]× [0, 2], ρ(x, y) = (∆n
h(xy)x,∆n

h(xy)y),

and define
ρ(S0) = S̃0, ρ(S1) = S̃1, T̃ : S̃0 ∪ S̃1 → [0, 2]× [0, 2], T̃ = ρ ◦ T ◦ ρ−1.

Notice that ρ−1 is defined by

ρ−1(x, y) = (∆−nh (t(xy))x,∆−nh (t(xy))y),

where t(s) is such that t(∆2n
h (xy)xy) = xy, or, equivalently,

(17) t(s) ·∆2n
h (t(s)) = s.

Lemma 8. For some C > 0 independent of h the following holds. If (x0, y0) ∈ S, ρ(x0, y0) = (x, y),
and s = xy then |t(s)|, |t′(s)|, and |t′′(s)| are bounded by Cλ−2n.

Proof of Lemma 8. Since (x0, y0) ∈ S, we have

0 ≤ t(s) = t(∆n
h(x0y0)x0 ·∆n

h(x0y0)y0) = x0y0 ≤ 4λ−2n.

Differentiating (17) we get

t′(s)∆2n
h (t(s)) + 2nt(s)∆2n−1

h (t(s))∆′h(t(s))t′(s) = 1,

therefore

|t′(s)| =

∣∣∣∣∣∣
∆−2n
h (t(s))

1

1 + 2nt(s)∆′h(t(s))

∆h(t(s))

∣∣∣∣∣∣
≤ 4λ−2n

Differentiating once again, we get

t′′(s)(λ2n +O(n)) + t′(s)O(n) = 0, so |t′′(s)| ≤ |t′(s)|O(n)
λ2n|1 +O(nλ−2n)| < λ−2n

�

Notice that
T̃ |S̃0

(x, y) = ρ ◦Nh ◦ ρ−1(x, y) = (∆h(t(xy))x,∆−1
h (t(xy))y).

Lemma 9. We have

DT̃ |S̃0
(x, y) =

(
λ 0
0 λ−1

)
+
(
O(λ−2nh) O(λ−2nh)
O(λ−2nh) O(λ−2nh)

)
.
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Proof of Lemma 9. Differentiating explicitly we get

DT̃ |S̃0
(x, y) =

(
∆h(t(xy)) + xy∆′h(t(xy))t′(xy) x2∆′h(t(xy))t′(xy)
− y2

∆2
h(t(xy))

∆′h(t(xy))t′(xy) ∆−1
h (t(xy))− xyt′(xy)∆′h(t(xy))

∆2
h(t(xy))

)
.

Now the required estimates follow from Lemmas 7 and 8. �

In order to study T̃ |S̃1
one can introduce the following maps:

G : S̃1 → Ru, G = Nn
h ◦ ρ−1, G(x, y) = (x,∆−2n

h (t(xy))y),

and
Ĝ : Rs → S̃1, Ĝ = ρ ◦Nn

h , Ĝ(x, y) = (∆2n
h (xy)x, y).

With this notation we have

T̃ |S̃1
= Ĝ ◦ Ch ◦Ψh ◦Hk(h) ◦Ψ−1

h ◦ C−1
h ◦G

5.3. Cone condition. The coordinate changes Ch ◦ Ψh and Ψ−1
h ◦ C−1

h have uniformly bounded
C3-norms. Assume that their C3-norms are bounded by some constant C0.

Let us introduce the following cone fields in S̃0 ∪ S̃1:

Ku(x, y) = {v̄ = (v1, v2) ∈ T(x,y)S̃i | | v1| > 0.01C−6
0 h−1−ν |v2|}, and(18)

Ks(x, y) = {v̄ = (v1, v2) ∈ T(x,y)S̃i | | v2| > 0.01C−6
0 h−1−ν |v1|}.(19)

Lemma 10. (Cone condition for S̃0) For small enough h the following holds.

For every vector v̄ ∈ Ku(x, y), (x, y) ∈ S̃0, we have DT̃(x,y)(v̄) ∈ Ku(T̃ (x, y)), and if DT̃(x,y)(v̄) =
w̄ ≡ (w1, w2) then |w1| ≥ λ0.9|v1|.

For every vector v̄ ∈ Ks(x, y), (x, y) ∈ T̃ (S̃0), we have DT̃−1
(x,y)(v̄) ∈ Ks(T̃−1(x, y)), and if

DT̃−1
(x,y)(v̄) = w̄ ≡ (w1, w2) then |w2| ≥ λ0.9|v2|.

Proof of Lemma 10. This follows directly from Lemma 9. �

Lemma 11. (Cone condition for S̃1) For small enough h the following holds.

For every vector v̄ ∈ Ku(x, y), (x, y) ∈ S̃1, we have DT̃(x,y)(v̄) ∈ Ku(T̃ (x, y)), and if DT̃(x,y)(v̄) =
w̄ ≡ (w1, w2) then |w1| ≥ 0.01C−4

0 h−1−ν |v1| and |w̄| ≤ 25C4
0h
−1−ν |v̄|.

For every vector v̄ ∈ Ks(x, y), (x, y) ∈ T̃ (S̃1), we have DT̃−1
(x,y)(v̄) ∈ Ks(T̃−1(x, y)), and if

DT̃−1
(x,y)(v̄) = w̄ ≡ (w1, w2) then |w2| ≥ 0.01C−4

0 h−1−ν |v2| and |w̄| ≤ 25C4
0h
−1−ν |v̄|.

Before to begin the proof of Lemma 11 we will formulate and proof two extra lemmas that give
estimates of the angle between images of vectors under linear maps.

Lemma 12. For any two vectors ū1, ū2 and any linear map A : R2 → R2 the following inequality
holds:

sin∠(Aū1, Aū2) ≤ ‖A‖ · ‖A−1‖ · | sin∠(ū1, ū2)|
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Proof of Lemma 12. Take two vectors s̄1 and s̄2 such that s̄2 ⊥ (s̄1 − s̄2) and s̄1‖ū1, s̄2‖ū2. In this
case | sin∠(ū1, ū2)| = |s̄1−s̄2|

|s̄1| . Now we have

sin∠(Aū1, Aū2) ≤ |As̄1 −As̄2|
|As̄1|

≤ ‖A‖|s̄1 − s̄2|
‖A−1‖−1|s̄1|

= ‖A‖ · ‖A−1‖ · | sin∠(ū1, ū2)|

�

Lemma 13. For any vector ū ∈ R2, ū 6= 0, and any linear maps A,B : R2 → R2 the following
inequality holds:

sin∠(Aū,Bū) ≤ ‖A‖ · ‖A−B‖.

Proof of Lemma 13.

sin∠(Aū,Bū) ≤ |Aū−Bū||Aū| ≤ ‖A−B‖‖A‖−1
= ‖A‖ · ‖A−B‖.

�

Proof of Lemma 11. We will prove the first part of the statement. The proof of the second part is
completely the same.

Take a vector v̄ ≡ (v1, v2) ∈ Ku(x, y), (x, y) ∈ S̃1.

Consider the following points:

P1 = (x, y) ∈ S̃0, P2 = G(P1) ∈ Ru, P3 = Ψ−1
h ◦ C−1

h (P2) ∈ Πr0,E0 ,

P4 = Hk(h)(P3) ∈ Πr0,E0 , P5 = Ch ◦Ψh(P4) ∈ Rs, P6 = Ĝ(P5) ∈ T (S̃1),

and denote by (xi, yi) the coordinates of the point Pi, i = 1, . . . , 6. We will follow the image of the
vector along this sequence of points and estimate the angle between that image and coordinate axes
and the size of the image. Denote by v̄(i) = (v(i)

1 , v
(i)
2 ) the image of v̄ at the point Pi, i = 1, . . . , 6. In

particular, v̄(1) = v̄.

Step 1. Let us first estimate the norm and inclination of the vector v̄(2) = DG(v̄(1)). We have

DG(x, y) =

(
1 0

2ny2∆′h(t(xy))t′(xy)

∆2n+1
h (t(xy))

∆−2n
h (t)− 2nxy∆′h(t(xy))t′(xy)

∆2n+1
h (t(xy))

)
=
(

1 0
O(nλ−4nh) λ−2n +O(nλ−4nh)

)
.

Therefore

v̄(2) = DG(v̄(1)) =
(

v1

v1O(nλ−4nh) + v2(λ−2n +O(nλ−4nh))

)
,

and hence (since v̄ ≡ (v1, v2) ∈ Ku(x, y)) we have 1
2 |v̄(1)| ≤ |v̄(2)| ≤ 2|v̄(1)|, and

|v(2)
2 |
|v(2)

1 |
= O(nλ−4nh) + λ−2n v

(1)
2

v
(1)
1

+
v

(1)
2

v
(1)
1

O(nλ−4nh) < 200λ−2nC6
0h

1+ν

Step 2. We have v̄(3) = DP2(Ψ−1
h ◦ C−1

h )v̄(2). Therefore C−1
0 |v̄(2)| ≤ |v̄(3)| ≤ C0|v̄(2)|. Let us

estimate the angle between v̄(3) and the vector ē1 = (1, 0). Let P ∗ be a projection of the point P2 to
the line {y = 0}. Then dist(P2, P

∗) ≤ 2λ−2n. Since the image of the line {y = 0} under the map
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Ψ−1
h ◦C−1

h is a line {E = 0}, the image of the vector ē1 = (1, 0) under the differential D(Ψ−1
h ◦C−1

h )
has the form (s, 0) = sē1. Now we have

∠(v̄(3), ē1) = ∠(v̄(3), sē1) = ∠
(
DP2(Ψ−1

h ◦ C−1
h )v̄(2), DP∗(Ψ−1

h ◦ C−1
h )ē1

)
≤

≤ ∠
(
DP2(Ψ−1

h ◦ C−1
h )v̄(2), DP2(Ψ−1

h ◦ C−1
h )ē1

)
+ ∠

(
DP2(Ψ−1

h ◦ C−1
h )ē1, DP∗(Ψ−1

h ◦ C−1
h )ē1

)

Now let us estimate each of the summands. Since all the angles that we consider are small, we can
always assume that α < 2 sinα < 2α for all angles α that we consider. Due to Lemma 12 we have

(20) ∠
(
DP2(Ψ−1

h ◦ C−1
h )v̄(2), DP2(Ψ−1

h ◦ C−1
h )ē1

)
≤

≤ 2 sin∠
(
DP2(Ψ−1

h ◦ C−1
h )v̄(2), DP2(Ψ−1

h ◦ C−1
h )ē1

)
≤

≤ 2C2
0 | sin∠(v̄(2), ē1)| ≤ 2C2

0 · 200λ−2nC6
0h

1+ν = 400C8
0λ
−2nh1+ν

Due to Lemma 13 we have

(21) ∠
(
DP2(Ψ−1

h ◦ C−1
h )ē1, DP∗(Ψ−1

h ◦ C−1
h )ē1

)
≤

≤ 2 sin∠
(
DP2(Ψ−1

h ◦ C−1
h )ē1, DP∗(Ψ−1

h ◦ C−1
h )ē1

)
≤

≤ 2C0 · C0 dist(P2, P
∗) ≤ 4C2

0λ
−2n

Finally (if h is small enough and λ = eh is close to 1) we have

∠(v̄(3), ē1) ≤ 400C8
0λ
−2nh1+ν + 4C2

0λ
−2n < 5C2

0λ
−2n(22)

Step 3. Since H(t, E) = (t+ h,E), the estimates for v̄(3) work for v̄(4) = DHk(h)(v̄(3)) also.

Step 4. Consider v̄(5) = DP4(Ch ◦Ψh)v̄(4) ∈ TP5Û . Notice that

|v̄(5)| ≥ C−1
0 |v̄(4)| ≥ C−2

0 |v̄(2)| > 1
2
C−2

0 |v̄(1)| and(23)

|v̄(5)| ≤ C0|v̄(4)| ≤ C2
0 |v̄(2)| ≤ 2C2

0 |v̄(1)|.(24)

Now let us estimate the angle between v̄(5) and the axis Oy. Let P# be a projection of the point P5

on the line {x = 0}. Take the vector ē2 = (0, 1) ∈ TP#Û and consider the image DP#(Ψ−1
h ◦C−1

h )ē2 ∈
TΨ−1

h ◦C
−1
h (P#)Πr0,E0 . The vector DP#(Ψ−1

h ◦C−1
h )ē2 is tangent to the graph of the function Θ(t), and

due to (10)

1
2
µ(h) < ∠(DP#(Ψ−1

h ◦ C−1
h )ē2, ē1) < 2µ(h).(25)

From (22) we have
1
5
µ(h) < ∠(DP#(Ψ−1

h ◦ C−1
h )ē2, v̄

(4)) < 5µ(h).

Notice that dist(Ψ−1
h ◦ C−1

h (P#), P4) ≤ 2C0λ
−2n ≤ 4C0µ(h)h1+ν . This implies (in the way similar

to Step 3) that for small enough h

∠(v̄(5), ē2) < 5C2
0µ(h) + C0 · C0 · 4C0µ(h)h1+ν < 6C2

0µ(h),(26)

∠(v̄(5), ē2) >
1
5
µ(h)C−2

0 − 4C3
0µ(h)h1+ν >

1
6
C−2

0 µ(h).(27)
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Step 5. Since Ĝ(x, y) = (∆2n
h (xy)x, y), we have

(28) DĜ(x, y) =
(

∆2n
h (xy) + 2nxy∆2n−1

h (xy)∆′h(xy) 2nx2∆2n−1
h (xy)∆′h(xy)

0 1

)
=

=
(
λ2n(1 +O(nλ−2nh)) O(nλ−2nh))

0 1

)
,

hence

DĜ(v̄(5)) =

(
v

(6)
1

v
(6)
2

)
=

(
λ2nv

(5)
1 (1 +O(nλ−2nh)) + v

(5)
2 O(nλ−2nh))

v
(5)
2

)
.

Therefore |v(6)
2 | = |v̄(5)| ≤ 2C2

0 |v̄(1)| and

(29) |v(6)
1 | ≥ |v

(5)
2 | ·

∣∣∣∣∣λ
2n v

(5)
1

v
(5)
2

(1 +O(nλ−2nh)) +O(nλ−2nh)

∣∣∣∣∣ ≥

≥ 1
2
|v̄(5)|

∣∣∣∣
1
6
C−2

0 h−1−ν(1 +O(nλ−2nh)) +O(nλ−2nh)
∣∣∣∣ ≥

1
20
C−2

0 h−1−ν |v̄(5)| ≥ 1
40
C−4

0 h−1−ν |v̄(1)|

This implies that |v
(6)
1 |
|v(6)2 |

> 1
80C

−6
0 h−1−ν , and hence v̄(6) ∈ Ku(P6).

Also we have

(30) |v̄(6)| ≤ |v(6)
1 |+ |v

(6)
2 | ≤ |v̄(5)|+ 2|v̄(5)|

∣∣λ2n6C2
0µ(h)(1 +O(nλ−2nh)) +O(nλ−2nh)

∣∣ ≤
≤ 2C2

0 |v̄(1)|+ 2 · 2C2
0 |v̄(1)|

∣∣λ2n6C2
0µ(h)(1 +O(nλ−2nh)) +O(nλ−2nh)

∣∣ ≤ 25C4
0h
−1−ν |v̄(1)|

�

5.4. Markov partition and its thickness. Standard arguments of the hyperbolic theory (see, for
example, [IL]) show that the Cone condition (Lemmas 10 and 11) together with the geometry of the
map T̃ imply the existence of the hyperbolic fixed point Q of the map T̃ in S̃1 ∩ T̃ (S̃1). Our choice of
the homoclinic points quh and qsh implies that the eigenvalues of Q are positive. Denote the heteroclinic
point where W s

loc(Q) intersects Wu(O) = {(0, x)|x ∈ R} by (xs, 0), and the heteroclinic point where
Wu
loc(Q) intersects W s(O) = {(y, 0)|y ∈ R} by (0, yu).

Denote the segments of stable and unstable manifolds that connect the fixed points O and Q with
these heteroclinic points by

γu(O) – connects O and (xs, 0), γs(O) – connects O and (0, yu);

γu(Q) – connects Q and (0, yu), γs(Q) – connects Q and (xs, 0).

Notice that γs(Q) ⊂ S̃1 and γu(Q) ⊂ T̃ (S̃1).

Let S be the square formed by γu(O), γs(O), γu(Q) and γs(Q), S ⊂ S̃.

Now define S0 = ρ(ρ−1(S) ∩N−1
h ◦ ρ−1(S)) ⊂ S̃0 and S1 = ρ(S1 ∩ ρ−1(S)) ⊂ S̃1, see Fig 5. Notice

that one of the vertical edges of S1 is γs(Q) and another is an intersection of S and a vertical edge
of S̃1, and therefore it intersects Wu(O) at the point ρ(N−nh (1, 0)) = ρ((λ−n, 0)) = (1, 0). Similarly,
T̃ (S1) has a vertical edge [1, yu] ⊂ Oy.
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O

ys

xs

1

λ
1
10

λ
1
10

γu(O)

γs(O)

S̃0 S̃1

S1S0

Q

1

Figure 5. Rectangles S̃0, S̃1 and S0, S1.

Define now T = T̃ |S. The maximal invariant set of T in S, Λ = ∩n∈ZT−n(S), is a ”horseshoe”-type
basic set with Markov partition P = {S0,S1}. The map T : S0 ∪ S1 → S belongs to class F (see
definition 3).

Consider now the Markov partitions

Ps = {[0, λ−1xs], [1, xs]} and Pu = {[0, λ−1yu], [1, yu]}
of the Cantor sets Ks ⊂ Ox and Ku ⊂ Oy associated with the hyperbolic set Λ. We have

τL(Ps) =
λ−1xs

1− λ−1xs
, τR(Ps) =

xs − 1
1− λ−1xs

,

τL(Pu) =
λ−1yu

1− λ−1yu
, τR(Pu) =

yu − 1
1− λ−1yu

.

Lemma 14. The following estimates hold for all h ∈ (0, h0) if h0 is small enough:
1
2
h−1 ≤ τL(Ps) ≤ 2h−1, 0.01C−4

0 hν ≤ τR(Ps) ≤ 250C4
0h

ν ,

1
2
h−1 ≤ τL(Pu) ≤ 2h−1, 0.01C−4

0 hν ≤ τR(Pu) ≤ 250C4
0h

ν .

Proof of Lemma 14. We will prove only estimates for the partition Ps (for Pu everything is the same).
Notice first that 1− λ−1xs ≤ xs(1− λ−1). Therefore

τL(Ps) =
λ−1xs

1− λ−1xs
≥ λ−1xs
xs − λ−1xs

=
λ−1

1− λ−1
=

1
λ− 1

=
1

eh − 1
≥ 1

2
h−1,

since eh − 1 ≤ 2h for small h.

On the other hand, since xs ∈ (1, λ
1
10 )

τL(Ps) =
λ−1xs

1− λ−1xs
≤ λ−1λ

1
10

1− λ−1λ
1
10

=
1

λ
9
10 − 1

=
1

e
9
10h − 1

≤ 10
9
h−1 < 2h−1
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Now let us estimate τR(Ps). Denote by I the segment of Wu
loc(O) between the points (1, 0) and

(xs, 0) (i.e. the bottom horizontal edge of S1), |I| = xs − 1. Due to Lemma 11

0.01C−4
0 h−1−ν |I| ≤ |T(I)| ≤ 25C4

0h
−1−ν |I|.

Since 1
2 ≤ |T(I)| ≤ 2 (this follows from the Cone condition again), we have

1
50
C−4

0 h1+ν ≤ |I| ≤ 200C4
0h

1+ν

Hence

τR(Ps) ≥
1
50C

−4
0 h1+ν

1− λ−1xs
≥

1
50C

−4
0 h1+ν

1− e−h ≥ 0.01C−4
0 hν

since 1− e−h ≤ h for h ≥ 0, and

τR(Ps) ≤ 200C4
0h

1+ν

1− λ−1xs
≤ 200C4

0h
1+ν

1− λ−1λ
1
10
≤ 200C4

0h
1+ν

1− λ− 9
10

=
200C4

0h
1+ν

1− e− 9
10h

≤ 250C4
0h

ν .

�

Lemma 15. If h0 > 0 is small enough then for all h ∈ (0, h0) we have

dist(S0,S1) ≥ 0.1h and dist(T(S0),T(S1)) ≥ 0.1h.

Proof of Lemma 15. Notice that the vertical boundaries of S0 and S1 are tangent to the cone field
{Ku}. Consider the left vertical edge of S1 and the right vertical edge of S0. Their lowest points are
(1, 0) and (λ−1xs, 0), and the distance between them is equal to

1− λ−1xs ≥ 1− λ−1λ
1
10 = 1− λ− 9

10 = 1− e− 9
10h ≥ 9

20
h

if h ∈ (0, h0) and h0 is small enough. From the cone condition we have that the difference between
x-coordinates of any two points on those edges is greater than

9
20
h− 2 · 100C6

0h
1+ν ≥ 9

20
h

(
1− 4000

9
C6

0h
ν

)
≥ 9

40
h > 0.1h

if h is small enough.

The proof of the second inequality is completely similar. �

5.5. Estimates of derivatives: verification of the conditions of Distortion Theorem. We
proved that the map T : S0 ∪ S1 → S has an invariant locally maximal hyperbolic set Λ which is a
two-component Smale horseshoe (i.e. T belongs to the class F) and obtained estimates of the lateral
thicknesses of the corresponding Markov partitions. In order to get estimates of the lateral thicknesses
of the related Cantor sets we need to estimate the distortion of the corresponding mappings.

Denote the differential of the map T : S0 ∪ S1 → S by DT =
(
a b
c d

)
, where a, b, c and d are

smooth functions over S0 ∪ S1. Then the differential of the inverse map T−1 : T(S0) ∪ T(S1) → S

has the form DT−1 =
(
d̃ −b̃
−c̃ ã

)
, where ã = a ◦ T−1, b̃ = b ◦ T−1, c̃ = c ◦ T−1 and d̃ = d ◦ T−1.

Notice that this notation agrees with the notation of Definition 6.
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Lemma 16. Consider the restriction of the map T to the rectangle S0. There exists a constant
C1 > 1 (independent of h) such that

(1) λ(1− C1hλ
−2n) ≤ |a| ≤ λ(1 + C1hλ

−2n),

(2) |d| ≤ λ−1(1 + C1hλ
−2n),

(3) |b|, |c| ≤ C1hλ
−2n,

(4)
∣∣∣∂a∂y
∣∣∣ ,
∣∣ ∂a
∂x

∣∣ ,
∣∣ ∂b
∂x

∣∣ ,
∣∣∣ ∂b∂y
∣∣∣ ,
∣∣ ∂c
∂x

∣∣ ,
∣∣∣ ∂c∂y
∣∣∣ ,
∣∣∣∂d∂y
∣∣∣ ,
∣∣ ∂d
∂x

∣∣ ≤ C1hλ
−2n,

(5)
∣∣∣∂ã∂y
∣∣∣ ,
∣∣ ∂ã
∂x

∣∣ ,
∣∣∣ ∂b̃∂x
∣∣∣ ,
∣∣∣ ∂b̃∂y
∣∣∣ ,
∣∣ ∂c̃
∂x

∣∣ ,
∣∣∣ ∂c̃∂y
∣∣∣ ,
∣∣∣∂d̃∂y
∣∣∣ ,
∣∣∣ ∂d̃∂x
∣∣∣ ≤ C1hλ

−2n,

Proof of Lemma 16. Notice that Lemma 16 is a stronger version of Lemma 9. Since

T|S0(x, y) = ρ ◦Nh ◦ ρ−1(x, y) = (∆h(t(xy))x,∆−1
h (t(xy))y),

we have
a(x, y) = ∆h(t(xy)) + xy∆′h(t(xy))t′(xy)

b(x, y) = x2∆′h(t(xy))t′(xy)

c(x, y) = − y2

∆2
h(t(xy))

∆′h(t(xy))t′(xy)

d(x, y) = ∆−1
h (t(xy))− xyt′(xy)

∆′h(t(xy))
∆2
h(t(xy))

(31)

Now the required estimated follow by a direct calculation from Lemmas 7 and 8. �

Lemma 17. The variation of log |a(x, y)| in S0 is less than 4C1hλ
−2n.

Proof of Lemma 17. This follows immediately from the estimate (1) in Lemma 16. �

Lemma 18. Consider the restriction of the map T to the rectangle S1. There exists a constant
C1 > 1 (independent of h) such that

(1) |d| ≤ λ−2nC1, |b|, |c| ≤ C1,

(2) C−1
1 h−1−ν ≤ |a| ≤ C1h

−1−ν ,

(3)
∣∣ ∂b
∂x

∣∣ ,
∣∣∣ ∂b∂y
∣∣∣ ,
∣∣ ∂c
∂x

∣∣ ,
∣∣∣ ∂c∂y
∣∣∣ ,
∣∣∣∂a∂y
∣∣∣ ≤ C1,

(4)
∣∣ ∂d
∂x

∣∣ ,
∣∣∣∂d∂y
∣∣∣ ≤ λ−2nC1,

(5)
∣∣ ∂a
∂x

∣∣ ≤ C1h
−2−ν ,

(6)
∣∣∣ ∂b̃∂x
∣∣∣ ,
∣∣∣ ∂b̃∂y
∣∣∣ ,
∣∣ ∂c̃
∂x

∣∣ ,
∣∣∣ ∂c̃∂y
∣∣∣ ,
∣∣ ∂ã
∂x

∣∣ ≤ C1,

(7)
∣∣∣∂d̃∂y
∣∣∣ ,
∣∣∣ ∂d̃∂x
∣∣∣ ≤ λ−2nC1,

(8)
∣∣∣∂ã∂y
∣∣∣ ≤ C1h

−2−ν .
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Proof of Lemma 18. We need to study the differential of the map

T|S1 = Ĝ ◦ Ch ◦Ψh ◦Hk(h) ◦Ψ−1
h ◦ C−1

h ◦G, where G : S1 → Ru, Ĝ : Rs → S1.

In order to distinguish the points from Ru and from Rs let us denote the coordinates in Ru by (x,y)
and the coordinates in Rs by (X,Y). Then the map Ch ◦ Ψh ◦Hk(h) ◦ Ψ−1

h ◦ C−1
h : Ru → U can be

represented as a composition

(x,y) 7→ (t(x,y), E(x,y)) 7→ (X(t, E),Y(t, E)), (t, E) ∈ Πr0,E0 ,

where

(t(x,y), E(x,y)) = Hk(h) ◦Ψ−1
h ◦ C−1

h (x,y) and (X(t, E),Y(t, E)) = Ch ◦Ψh(t, E).

Let us denote (
a0 b0
c0 d0

)
= D(Ch ◦Ψh ◦Hh(h) ◦Ψ−1

h ◦ C−1
h ),

then

DT|S1(x, y) =
(
a(x, y) b(x, y)
c(x, y) d(x, y)

)
= DĜ(X,Y)

(
a0(x,y) b0(x,y)
c0(x,y) d0(x,y)

)
DG(x, y),

where

DG(x, y) =

(
1 0

2ny2∆′h(t(xy))t′(xy)

∆2n+1
h (t(xy))

∆−2n
h (t)− 2nxy∆′h(t(xy))t′(xy)

∆2n+1
h (t(xy))

)
,

DĜ(X,Y) =
(

∆2n
h (XY) + 2nXY∆2n−1

h (XY)∆′h(XY) 2nX2∆2n−1
h (XY)∆′h(XY)

0 1

)
.

Therefore

a(x, y) =(∆2n
h (XY) + 2nXY∆2n−1

h (XY)∆′h(XY))
(
a0(x,y) +

2b0(x,y)ny2∆′h(t(xy))t′(xy)
∆2n+1
h (t(xy))

)
+

+ 2nX2∆2n−1
h (XY)∆′h(XY)

(
c0(x,y) +

2d0(x,y)ny2∆′h(t(xy))t′(xy)
∆2n+1
h (t(xy))

)
,

b(x, y) =(∆2n
h (XY) + 2nXY∆2n−1

h (XY)∆′h(XY))
(

∆−2n
h (t(xy))b0(x,y)− 2b0(x,y)nxy∆′h(t(xy))t′(xy)

∆2n+1
h (t(xy))

)

+ 2nX2∆2n−1
h (XY)∆′h(XY)

(
∆−2n
h (t(xy))d0(x,y)− 2d0(x,y)nxy∆′h(t(xy))t′(xy)

∆2n+1
h (t(xy))

)
,

c(x, y) =c0(x,y) +
2d0(x,y)ny2∆′h(t(xy))t′(xy)

∆2n+1
h (t(xy))

,

d(x, y) =∆−2n
h (t(xy))d0(x,y)− 2d0(x,y)nxy∆′h(t(xy))t′(xy)

∆2n+1
h (t(xy))

.

The C3-norm of the map Ch◦Ψh◦Hk(h)◦Ψ−1
h ◦C−1

h (as well as of its inverse) is uniformly bounded by
some constant independent of h. Together with Lemmas 7 and 8 this implies that d(x, y) = O(λ−2n),
b(x, y) = O(1), c(x, y) = O(1), and this proves the statement (1). Inequality (2) follows directly from
Lemma 11 for large enough C1, for example, C1 > 100C4

0 . Using the estimates

X,y,
∂X
∂y

,
∂Y
∂y

= O(λ−2n),
∂(XY)
∂x

,
∂X
∂x

= O(1),
∂(XY)
∂y

= O(λ−2n),

∂x
∂x

= 1,
∂x
∂y

= 0,
∂y
∂x

= O(λ−4n),
∂y
∂y

= O(λ−2n), n = O(h−2),
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one can show that partial derivatives of b(x, y) and c(x, y) are bounded, and that ∂d
∂x ,

∂d
∂y are of order

O(λ−2n) (we omit the details of these tedious but straightforward calculations).

In order to study the partial derivatives of a(x, y), let us first obtain some estimates for a0(x,y).
We have

a0(x,y) =
∂

∂x
X(t(x,y), E(x,y)) and

∂a0

∂x
=

∂2

∂x2
X(t(x,y), E(x,y)).

In particular, since E(x, 0) = 0,

(32)
∂a0

∂x
(x, 0) =

d2

dx2
X(t(x, 0), 0) =

d

dx

(
∂X
∂t

(t(x, 0), 0) · ∂t
∂x

(x, 0)
)

=

=
∂2X
∂t2

(t(x, 0), 0) ·
(
∂t

∂x
(x, 0)

)2

+
∂X
∂t

(t(x, 0), 0) · ∂
2t

∂x2
(x, 0) =

=
∂2X
∂t2

(t(x, 0), 0) ·
(
∂t

∂x
(x, 0)

)2

+ a0(x, 0) ·
(
∂t

∂x
(x, 0)

)−1

· ∂
2t

∂x2
(x, 0)

From the Cone condition (more precisely, from Steps 3-5 of the proof of Lemma 11) we know that
a0(x, 0) = O(µ(h)). Also since C3-norms of maps Ch ◦Ψh and Hk(h) ◦Ψ−1

h ◦C−1
h are bounded by C0,

we have ∣∣∣∣
∂a0

∂x
(x, 0)

∣∣∣∣ ≤ O
(
∂2X
∂t2

(t(x, 0), 0)
)

+O(µ(h)).

Now we need to estimate
∣∣∣∂2X
∂t2 (t(x, 0), 0)

∣∣∣. Notice that the image of the Oy ax under the map Ch ◦Ψh

is a graph of the function E = Θ(t), and therefore X(t,Θ(t)) = 0. This implies that

d

dt
(X(t,Θ(t)) = 0 =

∂X
∂t

(t,Θ(t)) +
∂X
∂E

(t,Θ(t)) · Θ̇(t)

and

(33)
d2

dt2
(X(t,Θ(t)) = 0 =

=
∂2X
∂t2

(t,Θ(t)) + 2
∂2X
∂t∂E

(t,Θ(t))Θ̇(t) +
∂2X
∂E2

(t,Θ(t))(Θ̇(t))2 +
∂X
∂E

(t,Θ(t))Θ̈(t)

Since for Θ(t), Θ̇(t) and Θ̈(t) we have asymptotics (10) (see Theorem 7 and Remark 6), we get
∣∣∣∣
∂2X
∂t2

(t,Θ(t))
∣∣∣∣ ≤ 2C0 · 2µ(h) + C0(2µ(h))2 + C0 · 4πh−1µ(h) = O(h−1µ(h))

if h is small enough.

At the same time by the mean value theorem we have
∣∣∣∣
∂2X
∂t2

(t, 0)
∣∣∣∣ ≤

∣∣∣∣
∂2X
∂t2

(t,Θ(t))
∣∣∣∣+ C0|Θ(t)| < 20C0h

−1µ(h) + C0
1
π
hµ(h) = O(h−1µ(h))

Finally we have
∂a0

∂x
(x, 0) = O(h−1µ(h)) +O(µ(h)) = O(h−1µ(h)),

and since y = O(λ−2n) = O(h1+νµ(h)), by the mean value theorem we also have ∂a0
∂x (x,y) =

O(h−1µ(h)). Now we have

∂a

∂y
(x, y) = a0(x,y)2n∆2n−1

h (XY)∆′h(XY)
∂(XY)
∂y

+
∂a0

∂y
(x,y)∆2n

h (XY) +O(nhλ−2n),
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and since a0(x,y) = O(µ(h)) and ∂a0
∂y (x,y) = O(λ−2n), we also have

∂a

∂y
(x, y) = O(nµ(h)λ2nhλ−2n) +O(1) +O(nhλ−2n) = O(1).

Let us now estimate ∂a
∂x (x, y). We have

∂a

∂x
(x, y) =

∂a0

∂x
(x,y)(∆2n

h (XY) + 2nXY∆2n−1
h (XY)∆′h(XY))+

+ a0(x,y)2n
∂(XY)
∂x

∆2n−1
h (XY)∆′h(XY) +O(nh).

Therefore

∂a

∂x
(x, y) = O(h−1µ(h))

(
O(λ2n) +O(nλ−2nλ2nh)

)
+O(µ(h)nλ2nh) +O(nh) =

= O(h−1h−1−ν) +O(h−1−νnh) +O(nh) = O(h−2−ν).

This proves statements (3), (4), and (5). Estimates (6), (7), and (8) are symmetric to the estimates
(3), (4), and (5). �

Lemma 19. The variation of log |a(x, y)| in S1 is less than 600C2
1C

6
0h

ν .

Proof of Lemma 19. Take two points (x1, y1) and (x2, y2) from S1. We want to estimate | log a(x1, y1)−
log a(x2, y2)| by using the mean value theorem. Generally speaking, the set S1 is not convex, so we
need some preparations to apply it.

Let γ̃ be the intersection γ̃ = T(S1) ∩ {x = 1
2}. Then γ̂ = T−1(γ̃) is a smooth curve tangent to

the cone field {Ks}, γ̂ ⊂ S1. Denote x̂1 = {y = y1}∩ γ̂ and x̂2 = {y = y2}∩ γ̂. Notice that the whole
interval with the end points (x1, y1) and (x̂1, y1) belongs to S1, as well as the interval with end points
(x2, y2) and (x̂2, y2). Now we have

(34) | log a(x1, y1)− log a(x2, y2)| ≤
≤ | log a(x1, y1)− log a(x̂1, y1)|+ | log a(x̂1, y1)− log a(x̂2, y2)|+ | log a(x̂2, y2)− log a(x2, y2)|

Due to the Cone condition the width of S1 is not greater than 200C4
0h

1+ν . By the mean value theorem
we have

(35) | log a(x1, y1)− log a(x̂1, y1)| ≤

≤ 1
|a(x∗1, y1)|

∣∣∣∣
∂a

∂x
(x∗1, y1)

∣∣∣∣ |x1 − x̂1| ≤ C1h
1+ν · C1h

−2−ν · 200C4
0h

1+ν = 200C2
1C

4
0h

ν

Similarly
| log a(x̂2, y2)− log a(x2, y2)| ≤ 200C2

1C
4
0h

ν

Now parameterize the curve γ̂ by the parameter y, γ̂ = γ̂(x(y), y), y ∈ [y1, y2] (or y ∈ [y2, y1] if
y2 < y1). Consider a function g(y) = log a(γ̂(x(y), y). Since γ̂ is tangent to the cone field {Ks}, for
some y∗ ∈ [y1, y2] we have

(36) |g(y1)− g(y2)| = |g′(y∗)| · |y1 − y2| =
1

|a(γ̂(x(y∗), y∗)| ·
∣∣∣∣
∂a

∂x
γ̂′x +

∂a

∂y
γ̂′y

∣∣∣∣ · |y1 − y2| ≤

≤ C1h
1+ν

(∣∣∣∣
∂a

∂x

∣∣∣∣ |γ̂′x|+
∣∣∣∣
∂a

∂y

∣∣∣∣ |γ̂′y|
)
≤ C1h

1+ν(C1h
−2−ν · 100C6

0h
1+ν + C1) ≤

≤ C1h
ν(100C1C

6
0 + C1h) ≤ 200C2

1C
6
0h

ν
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Finally we have

| log a(x1, y1)− log a(x2, y2)| ≤ 400C2
1C

4
0h

ν + 200C2
1C

6
0h

ν < 600C2
1C

6
0h

ν

�

The following Proposition directly follows from Lemmas 10, 11, 15, 16, 17, 18, and 19.

Proposition 20. The map T : S0 ∪S1 → S belongs to the class F(C∗, γ, ε) (see definition 6), where
C∗ = 120C4

1C
6
0 , γ = 1200C3

1C
6
0h

ν and ε = 120C3
1C

6
0h

1+ν .

5.6. Final step.

Proof of Theorem 3. Properties 1. and 2. of Theorem 3 clearly follow from the construction and the
Cone condition. Let us combine now Proposition 20 with Duarte Distortion Theorem (Theorem 5)
and Lemma 14. Let us assume that h is small enough so that eD(C∗,ε,γ) < 2. Then we have

1
4
h−1 ≤ τL(Ks) ≤ 4h−1,

1
200

C−4
0 hν ≤ τR(Ks) ≤ 500C4

0h
ν ,

1
4
h−1 ≤ τL(Ku) ≤ 4h−1,

1
200

C−4
0 hν ≤ τR(Ku) ≤ 500C4

0h
ν .

Therefore

τL(Ks)τR(Ks) ≥ 1
800

C−4
0 h−1+ν →∞ as h→ 0 (i.e. a→ −1).

Similarly τL(Ku)τR(Ku)→∞ as a→ −1, so τLR(Λ)→∞ as a→ −1. Notice that this implies that
Lemma 1 can be applied to the Cantor sets Ks and Ku, and this is how Duarte proved existence of
the conservative Newhouse phenomena in [Du2, Du3].

To check the property 4., we apply Proposition 4 (notice that we are exactly in the setting of
Remark 2). We have

(37) dimHK
s ≥

log
(

1 + τL(Ks)
1+τR(Ks)

)

log
(

1 + 1+τL(Ks)
τR(Ks)

) ≥
log
(

1 +
1
4h
−1

1+500C4
0h
ν

)

log
(

1 + 1+4h−1

1
200C

−4
0 hν

) =

=
log
[
h−1

(
h+ 1

4+2000C4
0h
ν

)]

log [h−1−ν (h1+ν + 200C4
0 (4 + h))]

=
1−O((log h)−1)

1 + ν −O((log h)−1)
>

1
1 + 2ν

if h is small enough. Since ν could be chosen arbitrary small, dimHK
s → 1 as h→ 0 (i.e. a→ −1).

Similarly dimHK
u → 1 as a → −1. Since dimHΛ = dimHK

s + dimHK
u ([MM], see also [PV]), we

have
dimHΛ→ 2 as a→ −1.

Theorem 3 is proved. �

6. Conservative homoclinic bifurcations and hyperbolic sets of large Hausdorff
dimension: the proof

Here we derive Theorem 4 from Theorem 3.
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Proof of Theorem 4. First of all, Theorem B from [Du4] claims that a generic unforlding of a conser-
vative homoclinic tangency leads to appearance of C2-stably-wild hyperbolic basic set. More precisely,
there exists an open set U0 ⊂ R1, 0 ∈ U0, such that

• each map fµ, µ ∈ U0, has a basic set Λ∗µ exhibiting homoclinic tangencies;
• Pµ ∈ Λ∗µ, where Pµ is a continuation of the saddle P0;
• there exists a dense subset D0 ⊂ U0 such that for each µ ∈ D0 the saddle Pµ has a quadratic

homolcinic tangency which unfolds generically with µ.

Choose a sequence of parameter values {µn}n∈N ⊂ D0 dense in U0. Fix any a ∈ R. The renormal-
ization technics by Mora-Romero [MR] prove that an appropriately chosen and rescaled map near a
homoclinic tangency is Cr–close to a Henon map Ha. Namely, the following statement holds.

Theorem 8 ([MR], based on [AS, GS2]). Let {fν} ⊂ Diff∞(M2, ω) be a smooth family of area
preserving maps unfolding generically a quadratic homoclinic tangency at the point Q0 ∈ M and
parameter ν = 0. Then there are, for all large enough n ∈ N, reparametrizations ν = νn(a) of the
parameter variable ν and a-dependent coordinates

(x, y) 7→ Ψn,a(x, y) ∈M2

such that

(1) for each compact K, in the (a, x, y)-space, the images of K under the maps

(a, x, y) 7→ (νn(a),Ψn,a(x, y))

converge to (0, Q0) ∈ R×M2, as n→∞.

(2) the domains of the maps

(a, x, y) 7→ (a,Ψ−1
n,a ◦ fnνn(a) ◦Ψn,a(x, y))

converge to R3 as n→∞ and the maps convege in the C∞ topology to the conservative Henon map

(a, x, y) 7→ (a, y,−x+ a− y2).

By Theorem 3 for a slightly larger than −1 the map Ha has an invariant hyperbolic set Λa of
Hausdorff dimension close to 2 with persistent hyperbolic tangencies. By continuous dependence
of Hausdorff dimension of an invariant hyperbolic set on a diffeomorphism [MM, PV] near each
µn there is an open interval of parameters Un ⊂ U0 such that for µ ∈ Un the map fµ has an
invariant locally maximal transitive hyperbolic set ∆∗µ with Hausdorff dimension greater than 2− δ.
Set U = ∪n∈NUn and D = D0 ∩ U . The hyperbolic saddle Pµ and the set ∆∗µ are homoclinically
related, see Lemma 2 from [Du2]. Therefore for every µ ∈ Un there exists a basic set ∆µ such that
Pµ ∈ ∆µ and Λ∗µ ∪ ∆∗µ ⊂ ∆µ. Since Λ∗µ has persistent homoclinic tangencies, so does ∆µ. Also,
dimH∆µ ≥ dimH∆∗µ > 2− δ. By construction the parts (1) and (2) of Theorem 4 are now satisfied.

Let us now observe how elliptic periodic points appear. Take any µ ∈ U . If Qµ is a transversal
homoclinic point of the saddle Pµ then in can be continued for some intervals of parameters IQ ⊆ U .
Assume that IQ ⊆ U is a maximal subinterval of U where such a continuation is possible. All
homoclinic points of Pµ for all values µ ∈ U generate countable number of such subintervals {Is}s∈N
in U .

From [MR] it follows that for each Is there exists a residual set Rs ⊆ Is of parameters such that for
µ ∈ Rs the corresponding homoclinic point Qµ is an accumulation point of elliptic periodic points of
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fµ. Denote R̃s =
(
U\Is

)
∪Rs – residual subset of U . Now set R1 = ∩s∈NR̃s – also a residual subset

in U . For µ ∈ R1 every transversal homoclinic point of the saddle Pµ is an accumulation point of
elliptic periodic points of fµ, and this proves (3.1).

Now let us see that for a residual set of parameters in U the homoclinic class of Pµ has full Hausdorff
dimension. In the same way as we constructed U starting with U0, from Theorem 3 and [MR] it follows
that for every m ∈ N there exists an open and dense subset Am ⊂ U such that for every µ ∈ Am there
exists a hyperbolic set ∆m

µ such that dimH∆m
µ > 2 − 1

m . From Lemma 2 from [Du2] it follows that
Pµ and ∆m

µ are homoclinically related. Therefore there exists a basic set ∆̃m
µ such that Pµ ∈ ∆̃m

µ and
∆m
µ ⊂ ∆̃m

µ . In particular, for µ ∈ R2 = ∩m≥1Am we have dimHH(Pµ, fµ) = 2. Set R = R1 ∩ R2.
This proves (3.2).

The last property (3.3) follows from the following Lemma.

Lemma 21. Let Λ ⊂M2 be a basic set of a surface diffeomorphism. Then

dimH{x ∈ Λ| O+(x) is dense in Λ and O−(x) is dense in Λ} = dimHΛ.

Indeed, take any µ ∈ R, and consider the set Sµ = {x ∈ H(Pµ, fµ) | Pµ ∈ ω(x) ∩ α(x)}. By
construction of R, for any m ∈ N the homoclinic class H(Pµ, fµ) contains a hyperbolic set ∆̃m

µ such
that Pµ ∈ ∆̃m

µ and dimH∆̃m
µ > 2− 1

m . Due to Lemma 21, the set of points in ∆̃m
µ whose positive and

negative semiorbits are both dense in ∆̃m
µ has Hausdorff dimension greater than 2 − 1

m , and, hence,
dimHSµ > 2− 1

m . Since this is true for arbitrary large m, we have dimHSµ = 2.

Lemma 21 is a folklore, and can be seen as a corollary of results from [Ma, MM].

This completes the proof of Theorem 4. �

7. On Hausdorff dimension of stochastic sea of the standard map: the proof

In this section we derive the results on the Hausdorff dimension of stochastic sea of the standard
map (Theorems 1 and 2) from the result on hyperbolic sets of large Hausdorff dimension appearing
after a conservative homoclinic bifurcation (Theorem 4).

In the study of the standard family in the current context Duarte [Du1] proved the following
important results:

Theorem A (Duarte, [Du1]). There is a family of basic sets Λk of fk such that:

1. Λk is dynamically increasing, meaning for small ε > 0, Λk+ε contains the continuation of Λk at
parameter k + ε.

2. Hausdorff Dimension of Λk increases up to 2. For large k,

dimH(Λk) ≥ 2
log 2

log
(
2 + 9

k1/3

) .

3. Λk fills in T2 3 (x, y), meaning that as k goes to ∞ the maximum distance of any point in T2

to Λk tends to 0. For large k, the set Λk is δk-dense on T2 for δk = 4
k1/3 .
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Theorem B (Duarte, [Du1]). There exists k0 > 0 and a residual set R ⊆ [k0,∞) such that for
k ∈ R the closure of the fk’s elliptic points contains Λk.

Theorem C (Duarte, [Du1]). There exists k0 > 0 such that given any k ≥ k0 and any periodic point
P ∈ Λk, the set of parameters k′ ≥ k at which the invariant manifolds W s(P (k′))6 and Wu(P (k′))
generically unfold a quadratic tangency is dense in [k,+∞).

Theorem 1 should be considered as an improvement of Theorems A and B.

Proof of Theorem 1 and Theorem 2. We begin with the following technical statement. Denote by
N (N) = (n1, . . . , nN ) an N -tuple with ni ∈ N.

Proposition 22. There exists k0 > 0 such that for each N ∈ N there is a family of finite open intervals
UN (N) ⊆ [k0,+∞) indexed by N -tuples N (N) = (n1, . . . , nN ) satisfying the following properties:

U1: For pair of tuples N (N) 6= N ′(N) intervals UN (N) and UN ′(N) are disjoint.
U2: For any tuple N (N + 1) = (N (N), nN+1) we have UN (N+1) ⊆ UN (N).
U3: The union ∪n1∈Un1 is dense in [k0,+∞), and for each N ∈ N the union ∪j∈N U(N (N),j) is

dense in UN (N).
U4: Every diffeomorphism fk, k ∈ UN (N), has a sequence of invariant basic sets

Λ(n1)
k ⊆ Λ(n1,n2)

k ⊆ . . . ⊆ ΛN (N)
k ,

and ΛN (N)
k depends continuously on k ∈ UN (N).

U5: Λk ⊆ Λ(n1)
k for each n1 ∈ N and k ∈ Un1 , where Λk is a hyperbolic set from Theorem A.

U6: dimHΛN (N)
k > 2− 1/N .

U7: For any point x ∈ ΛN (N)
k there exists an elliptic periodic point px of fk such that dist(px, x) <

1/N .

Proof of Proposition 22. Notice that Theorem 4 and Theorem C directly imply the following state-
ment:

Lemma 23. Given k∗ ∈ (k0,+∞), ε > 0 and δ > 0, there exists a finite open interval V ⊂ (k∗−ε, k∗)
such that for all k ∈ V the map fk has a basic set Λ∗k such that

1) Λ∗k depends continuously on k ∈ V ;

2) Λ∗k ⊇ Λk, where Λk is a basic set from Theorem A;

3) Hausdorff dimension dimHΛ∗k > 2− δ,

4) For any point x ∈ Λ∗k there exists an elliptic periodic point px of fk such that dist(px, x) < δ.

Proposition 22 can be reduced to Lemma 23. Indeed, let us show how to construct the intervals
Un1 and the sets Λ(n1)

k . Let {kl}l∈N be a dense set of points in (k0,+∞). Apply Lemma 23 to each
k∗ = kl, l ∈ N, for δ = 1, ε = εl <

1
l . That gives a sequence of open intervals {Vl}l∈N. Since the

sequence {kl}l∈N is dense in (k0,+∞) and εl → 0, intervals {Vl} are dense in (k0,+∞).

Take U1 = V1. If U1, . . . ,Ut are constructed, take Vs – the first interval in the sequence {Vl}l∈N
that is not contained in ∪tn1=1Un1 . Then Vs\∪tn1=1Un1 is a finite union of K open intervals. Take

6Recall that P (k′) denotes the continuation of the periodic saddle P at parameter k′.
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those intervals as Ut+1, . . . ,Ut+K , and continue in the same way. This gives a sequence of a disjoint
intervals {Un1}n1∈N with desired properties.

Now, assume that intervals {UN (N)} are constructed. Take one of the intervals UN (N). Due to
Theorem C, the set ΛN (N)

k exhibits persistent tangencies. Therefore, application of Theorem 4 gives
a dense sequence of intervals {VN (N),l}l∈N in UN (N) such that for each k ∈ VN (N),l the map fk has a

basic set ∆k such that Hausdorff dimension dimH∆k > 2− 1
N + 1

and ∆k ∩ ΛN (N)
k 6= ∅.

Now we need the following lemma from hyperbolic dynamics.

Lemma 24. Let ∆1 and ∆2 be two basic sets (i.e. locally maximal transitive hyperbolic sets) of a
diffeomorphism f : M2 →M2 of a surface M2 that are homeomorphic to a Cantor set. Suppose that
∆1 ∩∆2 6= ∅. Then there is a basic set ∆3 ⊆M2 such that ∆1 ∪∆2 ⊆ ∆3.

Remark 8. Having in mind some possible generalizations, we notice that Lemma 24 holds also for
higher dimensional diffeomorphisms (two-dimensionality of the phase space is not used in the proof).

Proof of Lemma 24. Due to recent result of Anosov [An] any zero-dimensional hyperbolic set is con-
tained in a locally maximal hyperbolic set. Therefore in our case ∆1∪∆2 is contained in some locally
maximal hyperbolic set ∆̃. Spectral decomposition theorem claims that ∆̃ is a finite disjoint union of
basic sets. One of these basic sets must contain ∆1, and since ∆1 ∩∆2 6= ∅, the same basic set has to
contain ∆2. �

Apply Lemma 24 to ∆k and ΛN (N)
k , and denote by Λ̃N (N)

k ⊃ ∆k ∪ ΛN (N)
k the corresponding basic

set. The set Λ̃N (N)
k also has persistent tangencies. The unfolding of a homoclinic tangency creates

elliptic periodic orbits which shadow the orbit of homoclinic tangencies. The creation of these generic
elliptic points can be seen from the renormalization at conservative homoclinic tangencies, see [MR].
Shrinking V(N (N),l) if necessary we can guarantee that Λ̃N (N)

k can be 1
N+1 -accumulated by elliptic

periodic points. Now the same procedure that we applied above to intervals {Vl} gives a collection
of disjoint intervals {U(N (N),nN+1)}nN+1∈N in UN (N). For any k ∈ UN (N),nN+1 ⊂ V(N (N),l) we take
Λ(N (N),nN+1)
k = Λ̃N (N)

k . By construction, all the properties in Proposition 22 are now satisfied. �

Now let us explain how Theorems 1 follows from Proposition 22. Set UN = ∪N (N)UN (N). Due
to U3) the set UN is dense in [k0,+∞). Therefore R = ∩N∈NUN is a residual subset of [k0,+∞).
Properties U1) and U2) imply that for each k ∈ R the value k belongs to each element of the uniquely
defined nested sequence of intervals

Un1 ⊇ Un1,n2 ⊇ . . . ⊇ UN (N) ⊇ . . .
Therefore for k ∈ R the sequence of basic sets

Λk ⊆ Λ(n1)
k ⊆ Λ(n1,n2)

k ⊆ . . . ⊆ ΛN (N)
k ⊆ . . .

is defined such that Hausdorff dimension dimHΛN (N)
k > 2 − 1/N . Since k is fixed now, redenote

ΛNk = ΛN (N)
k . Items 1.– 3. of Theorem 1 follows from U5) and U6).

The closure of the union of a nested sequence of transitive sets is transitive, so property 4. follows.

For a locally maximal transitive invariant hyperbolic set of a surface diffeomorphism the Hausdorff
dimension of the set is equal to the Hausdorff dimension of any open subset of this set, see [MM].
This implies the property 5. for the sets Ωk, k ∈ R.
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Property 6. follows directly from U7).

Finally, in order to prove Theorem 2 it is enough to consider the family of basic sets ΛN (N)
k defined

for k ∈ UN for large enough N . �
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